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(Abstract) 

 

The objective of this study was to determine if the method of incorporation of a silicate 
layered nanoclay into a polymer matrix can affect the barrier properties of the pristine polymer in 
order to decrease the transport of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in indoor air. Building 
materials are a primary source for VOCs.  These emissions are a probable cause of acute health 
effects and discomfort among occupants and are known to diminish productivity. The predicted 
concentrations of several of the VOCs emitted by structural insulated panels (SIP) are of concern 
with respect to health and comfort of occupants. The main issue related to the barrier membranes 
is the dispersion properties of the nanoclays in the polymer matrix, and the generation of a 
tortuous pathway that will decrease gas permeation. The tortuous pathway is created by a 
nanoclay filler, whose ideal exfoliated structure has high surface area, and high aspect ratio. By 
choosing the appropriate surfactants, the nanoclays can be modified to allow improved molecular 
interactions between the nanoclay and the polymer matrix. 

Several studies were performed in order to evaluate the dispersion properties of the 
nanoclay in the polymer matrix. Polymer/clay nanocomposites barrier membranes were 
generated via different synthesis methods. In the first study, barrier membranes were composed 
of a polyurethane, Estane ® 58315, and different nanoclays, Cloisite ® 10A, Cloisite ® 20A, 
Cloisite ® 30B. The interaction of the polyurethane and the different surfactants used to 
organically modify the nanoclay was evaluated. The dispersion of the clay platelets was analyzed 
by varying the pre-processing method; sonication vs stirring. The decrease in gas permeability 
results was enhanced by the effect of pre-processing via sonciation in comparison to plain 
stirring. These results also suggest that nanoclay platelets modified with alkylammonium groups 
with one tallow tail Cloisite ® 10A and Cloisite ® 30B, allow better dispersion and penetration 
of the polymer within the basal spacing of the nanoclays. Once the decrease in gas permeability 
was confirmed, the next challenge was to study and evaluate the performance of the 
polyurethane/clay nanocomposites barrier membranes in the determination of diffusivity 
coefficients for volatile organic compounds (VOCs). This was achieved via gravimetric sorption 
characterization. This method allowed for characterization of the sorption and desorption 
phenomena of VOC in barrier membranes. Barrier membranes pretreated with sonication 
demonstrated lower diffusivity coefficients than those only treated with stirring. At high clay 
loadings, 50 wt% of nanoclay in the polymer, the decrease in diffusivity coefficients for VOCs 
such as butanol and toluene, was found to be one order of magnitude. Other VOCs such as 
decane and tetradecane also showed a significant decrease in diffusivity coefficient. The results 
for VOC sorption studies suggest that there is some variability.  

In order to enhance the exfoliation of the clay, we decided to examine in situ 
polymerization of poly (n-butyl methacrylate) in the presence of nanoclay. In this study the clay 
wt% was kept at a low concentration of 1-5 wt%. The surface modification of natural 
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montmorillonite, Cloisite ® Na+, was achieved via ion exchange, and the effect of pre-
processing was also explored. The modification rendered a tethered group on the surface of the 
clay that was able to react with the monomer/oligomer chains and thus expand and exfoliate the 
clay platelets. Gas permeation data suggest that sonication also produced better barrier properties 
than its counterpart stirring. XRD diffractograms also confirmed exfoliation of the clay platelets 
in the poly (n-butyl methacrylate) polymer matrix. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) suggested 
that exfoliation of the clay platelets led to improved thermal stability by increasing the 
decomposition temperature of the membranes. A small increase in Tg also suggested restricted 
segmental chain motion within the clay platelets. Overall gas permeation decreased even at low 
clay content. Phenomenological models such as those of Cussler and Nielsen were used to model 
the experimental permeation results. These models suggest that although the aspect ratio of the 
clay platelets is within the specifications provided by the manufacturer, it does not reflect the 
ideal behavior of the models. The last step of this work was to achieve exfoliation of the 
modified nanoclay platelets via emulsion polymerization of poly (n-butyl methacrylate).  The 
clay concentration in the emulsion was kept the same as in the in situ polymerization. DLS 
results suggest a uniform distribution of the polymer/clay nanocomposites particles in the 
emulsion. Permeation data indicated higher permeation values than the in situ method of 
synthesis of the nanocomposite membranes. This led us to explore the use of glassy co-polymer 
of poly(n-butyl methacrylate)-poly(methyl methacrylate) as the matrix. The addition of a more 
glassy component in the polymer matrix led to improved barrier properties of the nanocomposite 
membranes. As expected, the copolymer had a higher Tg than the PMMA polymer. Analysis via 
phenomenological models, also suggested that the chemistry of the co-polymer played an 
important role in decreasing gas permeability within the polymer/clay nanocomposite 
membranes, although the effect of the glassy component in the matrix was not quatified by the 
phenomenological models.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Objectives 

 

 

1.1 Introduction and Objectives 

For the past 20 years the study of polymer/clay nanocomposites has been an 

important area of research with direct impact on new technologies. The wide range of 

applications of polymer/clay nanocomposites has lead to a mass productions and 

utilization of these products. The nanocomposites products have found a home within the 

construction, electronic, and transportation industries, as well as within the consumer 

products area [1, 2]. These types of polymer/clay composites are attractive and offer 

potential growth because of their improved properties when compared to traditional 

polymers. 

The good synergy of the polymer/clay nanocomposites, has created materials with 

increased mechanical [3], chemical and thermal properties [4], therefore generating 

higher resistance to gas permeability [5-7], flammability [8, 9], higher modulus, increases 

strength, and in some cases increased biodegradability [10, 11]. The origin of these 

composites materials can be attributed to the Toyota group [12] and their studies on 

clay/nylon-6 interactions. This group was the first to document the overall improvements 

of the nanocomposite polymers compared to their counterparts, the pristine polymers. 

The commercial application of the nylon-6/clay nanocomposites was used in the timing 

belt covers utilized by the Toyota Corporation in the automotive industry [13-15].  
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Figure 1.1 Variation and comparison of the tensile properties of nylon-6 and the further 

addition of clay composites in the matrix [16].   

 

The utilization of polymer/clay nanoparticles prompted the use of clays in order to 

reinforce the physical properties of nylon. With the addition of clay particles this group 

found an increase in tensile strength, modulus, and heat distortion [13-15]. They also 

noticed that nanocomposites had a decrease in water uptake and improved gas barrier 

properties when compared to the pure nylon.  

The enhanced permeation properties shown by these materials also promoted 

more corporations to study the benefits of the polymer/clay composites. According to the 

review by Gao [16], Honeywell, Alcoa CSI, Mitsubishi Gas Chemical and Nanocor have 

developed new technology for barrier line materials, drink packaging applications and 

bottle applications. These corporations have not only stayed in the area of nylon-6/clay 

composites, but they have also branched out to different polymers, such as multilayered 
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PET. Barrier membranes can be produced via three basic strategies which are: first, the 

use of polymers with low permeabilites [17]; second, the incorporation of sacrificial 

fillers or reactive groups in the polymer matrix [18]; third, loading of polymers with 

aligned and impermeable flake like layered materials [19].   

The objective of this work is to develop polymer/clay nanocomposites as barrier 

membranes using dispersed and/or exfoliated phyllosilicates in a polymer matrix to 

decrease permeation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) as well as gas permeating 

molecules. The high aspect ratio, high surface area, and impermeable properties of 

layered materials, such as montmorillonite Mx(Al4-xMgx)Si8O20(OH)4 will allow the 

design of barrier membranes. This project examines the synthesis of these materials as 

well the evaluation of their respective transport properties. The ultimate goal is to 

incorporate these barrier films into structural insulating panels. 

 

In his extensive review regarding the mechanical and structural properties of 

polymer clay nanocomposites, Tjong [20] suggested that the exfoliated morphology in a 

nanocomposite matrix is a rare phenomena. The delicate balance between exfoliated 

morphologies and intercalated morphologies may depend on the close monitoring of the 

dispersion properties of clay platelets in the polymer matrix. According to Tjong, the 

proper selection of an adequate solvent is the first criteria for exfoliating clay composites 

in the matrix. Another property that may improve the dispersion of the layered materials 

is the interactions of the clays and the surfactants. The chemical modification of the clay 

surface may render improved polymer/clay or polymer/surfactant interactions yielding a 
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different morphology in the matrix. The three possible morphologies in polymer/clay 

nanocomposties can be seen in figure 1.2.  

 

Figure 1.2 Different morphologies for polymer/clay nancomposites [21].  

 

The interactions of polymer/layered materials may affect the crystallinity of the 

polymer, the molecular orientation of the chains and also the packing of the molecules 

near the platelets [22]. Incompatibility problems between the polymer and the layered 

material may produce voids at the interface, thus yielding increasing free volume in the 

matrix which in turn can lead to a higher permeability [23]. This phase separation in the 

matrix was also reported by Giannelis [24]. This group stated the different processing 

methods, such as extrusion, injection molding and casting maybe used to achieve 

intercalated and/or exfoliated morphology. The dispersion of the layered materials in the 
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matrix will affect the transport properties of the barrier membrane. Different models have 

been used to analyze and predict permeation properties of polymer/clay nanocomposites 

[19, 25-29]. Most notably Cussler et al. [26, 27, 30], have studied extensively the 

phenomena of dispersion in the matrix [19], alignment of layered materials [31], and the 

ideal distribution of the layered materials perpendicular to the direction of the permeating 

particle. The ideal distribution of the model may be seen in figure 1.3. The layered 

materials in the polymer matrix produce a tortuous pathway, thus increasing the length of 

the diffusion path for the penetrating molecules. The presence of the layered materials in 

the polymer matrix also decrease the cross-sectional area by which permeation may be 

achieved [32]. Initial studies of barrier membranes containing impermeable flakes were 

aimed at modeling permeation of micron-size platelets, such as mica [26, 33], but the 

versatility this model has allowed for the modeling of nanosize flake like structures as 

well [34]. Phenomenological models like Cussler’s, are important tools that allow to 

predict permeability of a polymer/layered materials. 

 

Figure 1.3 3D model of dispersed flake like platelets. Idealized structure used in 

Cussler’s permeation model [35]. 
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Chapter 2 Literature review of barrier membrane 
models, layered materials, polymer/clay 
nanocomposites, indoor air quality and 

emulsion polymerization 
 

 

2.1 Permeation 

The gas permeation phenomenon in polymer membranes is explained as a three 

step process [1, 2], known as the solution-diffusion mechanism. The first step in the 

process deals with the penetrant molecules, which dissolve into the face of the membrane 

at the high pressure upstream side. In the second stage, diffusion of the molecules takes 

place through the membrane to the low pressure side or the downstream. The last stage 

deals with desorption of the molecules from the surface of the downstream part of the 

membrane.   

There are three fundamental parameters that describe the capability of a 

membrane to transport gas, which are: 

 

• Permeability Coefficient 

• Diffusion Coefficient 

• Solubility 

 

Utilizing the three previous fundamental parameters it is possible to model the 

performance of a polymeric membrane under certain simplifying assumptions [2-5]. This 

model is established with the following equation:  

P = D · S         Eq (2.1) 
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Where P is the permeability, D is the diffusivity coefficient, and S is the solubility 

coefficient. These three parameters will be discussed in depth in the following section. 

The permeability coefficient is also referred to as the permeability of a sample, 

and is defined by the rate at which the penetrant can pass through a membrane. In 

mathematical terms the permeability can be defined by the following equation: 

l
pp

J
P

du

i
i −
=         Eq (2.2) 

 Where Ji is the steady state gas flux of the i-th  penetrant component through the 

membrane, l is defined as the thickness of the membrane; pu and pd are defined as the up-

stream and down-stream pressures of the i-th component. When dealing with a gas 

mixture, the down-stream and up-stream pressures are referred to as the partial pressures 

of each component in the mixture. In a non-ideal gas mixture the partial pressures of the 

i-th components are replaced by fugacities of each component. 

 Permeability is most commonly reported in units of Barrers, defined by the 

following units: 

( )
cmHgcm

cmSTPcmBarrer
⋅⋅
⋅

×= −

sec
1011 2

3
10  

 The diffusivity coefficient is a measure of the rate at which a permeant moves 

through the polymer material and has the units of cm2/s. The diffusion coefficient is a 

kinetic parameter that depends on the properties such as the size of the penetrant, 

polymer segmental dynamics, the morphology of the polymer, time and temperature [2, 

3]. 

 According to Yi-Yan et al. [6] the geometry and the permeate size will motivate a 

change in the diffusivity coefficient For example, the diffusivity maybe 1000 times faster 
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for elongated molecules than for spherical molecules in glassy polymers. Vieth [7], 

indicated that there are two ways of evaluating molecular diffusion in polymers; the first 

method is the transmission through a thin membrane, the second method is the sorption 

of gases or vapors by a “thick” slab.  

 

2.2 Time Lag Method 

  The time lag method is a useful tool that permits the calculation of the diffusion 

coefficient of pure gases or vapors through a membrane. The time lag is the amount of 

time for a gas or a vapor to permeate through a membrane. The time lag is a function of 

system parameters as well as operating conditions. Experimentally this method is 

achieved by mounting a membrane between two parallel chambers. The first chamber is 

filled with penetrant molecules, and its volume is large enough so that the pressure can be 

constant during the course of the experiment. This initial chamber represents the 

upstream current. The second chamber is also known as the downstream current will be 

isolated from the penetrant.  

 At t = 0 the current containing the penetrant species permeates through the 

membrane and into the downstream side of the system, the pressure at the downstream 

side remains zero for a certain time. The change in pressure is a direct result of the 

accumulation of the penetrant molecules in the membrane and the diffusion to the 

downstream current. There exists an increase in pressure and as time progresses this 

relationship achieves a linear asymptote. This linear asymptote intersect the time axis at 

the time lag. Figure 2.1. is an example of the use of the Time lag method. 
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Figure 2.1. Typical experimental data analyzed using the Time Lag Method. 

 

The pressure data can be divided into two regions: unsteady state region and 

steady state region. The unsteady state region exists at shorter times, and encompasses 

portions where the permeate pressure is zero. The steady state region includes the linear 

relationship between the permeate pressure and time.    

 

In order to establish the mathematical representation of the time lag method, the 

first step recalls Fick’s second law of diffusion. This model fits experimental data of 

unsteady state permeation and adsorption. 
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By applying the following boundary conditions equation 2.3 can be solved. The 

boundary conditions corresponding to the experimental set-up are the following: 

 
t < 0 0 ≤ x ≤ l C = 0 
t ≥ 0 x = 0 C = C2,m = Sp2 
t ≥ 0 x = l C = ∂C/∂t = 0 

 

 The solution to the Fick’s second law of diffusion with the above boundary 

conditions is given by Equation (2.4). This is also referred to as a one-dimensional flow 

through a membrane and makes the assumption that the diffusion coefficient, D, is 

constant and independent of temperature and penetrant concentration in the membrane.  

( )∑
∞

=








−

−
−−=

1
2

22

222
2

exp12
6
1

n

n

l
tDn

nl
Dt

lC
Q π

π
    Eq (2.4) 

 From Eq 2.4 we can identify Q, which is the total permeate passing through the 

membrane, and l is referred to the thickness of the film. The other 3 variables that must 

be accounted for in Eq 2.4, are the time dependence t, the diffusion coefficient D and the 

concentration of the film on the feed side C2. It can be shown that as t → ∞, the amount 

of vapor that permeates through the membrane becomes a linear function of time.  

( ) 0exp12
1

2

22

22 =







−

−∑
∞

=n

n

l
tDn

n
π

π
      Eq (2.5) 

 

 By analyzing the different regions in the pressure vs time curve, the steady state 

part implies that the t has approaches infinity, and ∂C/∂t = 0. Establishing Eq 2.5 will 

reduce Eq 2. 4 to the following: 

6
1

2
2

−=
l
Dt

lC
Q          Eq (2.6) 
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  The diffusivity is calculated by extrapolating the steady state permeation curve to 

the time axis, where the intercept θ is called the time lag However, in order to establish 

the time lag term in Eq 2.6, this equation must be rearranged in terms of Q. Equation 2.7, 

indicates that the total gas passing through the membrane, which is Q, is zero until a time 

t has elapsed. This time must be greater than the time lag value θ. From Equation 2.7 the 

Q value is also referred to as the accumulation term, due to a trapped gas permeate within 

the fixed volume.
 

( )θ−=







−=−= t

l
DC

D
lt

l
DClC

l
tDCQ 2

2
222

66
    Eq (2.7) 

D
l
6

2

=θ          Eq (2.8) 

 Once the diffusivity coefficient is established, the permeability is obtained from 

the slope in the steady state region. Solving for the flux, J, is the starting point for the 

solution of the permeability coefficient, P. The following expression is the solution for 

the flux J through the membrane. 

( )








⋅=

mol
STPcm

A
V

RT
SlopeJ

322414       Eq (2.9) 

 

 The volume V in Eq 2.9 is the volume of the evacuated chamber into which the 

gas permeates, A, is the cross sectional area of the membrane, T, is the experimental 

temperature, R, is the ideal gas constant, and, l, is the thickness of the membrane. The 

solution for the flux, J, is converted to STP conditions. The slope obtained during the 

permeation experiment is within the steady state region. Further manipulation of Eq 2.9 

will yield Eq 2.10, which is in terms of pressure. The downstream pressure, P1, in the 
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system is much smaller than the feed pressure, P2, and the difference in pressure can be 

replaced with the, P2, value. 

l
pP

l
pPJ 2≅

∆
=         Eq (2.10) 

 A further rearrangement of equation 2.10 will provide the permeability 

coefficient. 

2p
lJP ≅          Eq (2.11) 

 By establishing the time lag and its relationship with the permeability coefficient, 

P, the solubility and diffusion coefficients are defined by the following expressions. 

θ6

2lDeff =          Eq (2.12) 

D
PSeff =          Eq (2.13) 

Another way of obtaining diffusivity coefficient in a film was developed by Crank 

[8] based on an equilibrium sorption method. Crank provided a non steady state solution 

of uniform initial distribution, where surface concentrations of the “slab” or “film” are 

equal and kept constant. This solution is also based on Fick’s second law of diffusion, Eq. 

2.3, and the following initial conditions: 

 
C = C1 x = 0 t ≥ 0 
C = C2 x = l t ≥ 0 
C = f(x) 0 < x < l t = 0 

 

The solution for equation 2.3., is in the form of trigonometrical series as presented below: 
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According to Crank, the most common cases lead to f(x) being either zero or 

constant so that the integral in equation 2.14 is readily evaluated. It’s a frequent case that 

this problem is symmetrical about the central plane of the sheet.  

 The solution for equation 2.14 in the case of uniform initial distribution with 

surfaces of equal concentration is obtained within the region of –l < x < l. Assuming  

initially a uniform concentration, C0, and constant surface concentration, C1, the solution 

for equation 2.14 would be as follows:  
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Equation 2.15, can be rearranged to the following form: 
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    Eq (2.16) 

Mt is the total amount of vapor absorbed at time t, M∞ is the equilibrium sorption 

and n is an integer. Experimentally, these parameters can be obtained using McBain’s 

procedure [7], where a slab or film is suspended from a quartz spring in the penetrant 

atmosphere and the change of length is followed with a cathetometer as the polymer 

sample takes up the vapor. The variation in weight is monitored by a microbalance and 

thus recorded.   
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2.3 Layered Materials 

 The most common clay minerals used in polymer nanocomposites are 2:1 

phyllosilicates or layered silicates. These minerals are hydrous aluminum silicates. 

Encompassed within the family of phyllosilicates in a 2:1 ratio are smectite, vermiculite, 

mica and chlorite. By focusing on the smectite group,  there exists a further subdivision 

that contains montmorillonite, nontronite, saponite, and hectorite [9]. The general 

formula for each layered material is listed in Table 2.1.  

 

Table 2.1.Chemical structure of commonly used phyllosilcate 2:1[10]. 
2:1 Phyllosilicate General Formula 
Montmorillonite Mx(Al4-x Mgx)Si8O20(OH)4 
Hectorite Mx(Mg6-x Lix)Si8O20(OH)4 
Saponite MxMg6 (Si8-x Alx)O20(OH)4 
 

 

The smectite group consists of tetrahedral sheets composed of corner linked 

tetrahedral, whose central atoms are Si4+, Al3+ and Fe3+. The basal oxygens of the 

tetrahedron are shared by adjacent tetrahedral atoms, which lead to the formation of 

hexagonal patterns.  Thus the complete framework of these natural clays is based on two 

tetrahedrally coordinated silicon atoms fused to an edge shared octahedral sheet of either 

aluminum or magnesium hydroxide, as can be seen in Fig. 2.2 [11]. The natural stacking 

of tetrahedral and octahedral sheets occurs in specific ratios and modes, which lead to the 

formation of the 2:1 layer silicates called tactoids. The layer thickness is around 1 nm, 

and the lateral dimensions of these layers may vary from 30 nm to several microns or 

even larger, for montmorillonite, whose length is within 100-200 nm. 
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic representation of  phyllosilicate crystalline structure [11]. 

 

The stacking of the layers leads to a regular van der Waals gap between the layers 

called interlayer or gallery. The layer charge can easily be changed by the replacement of 

the cations in the alumina sheet with cations of different charges. The isomorphic 

substitution within the layers, which can be the replacement of Al3+ with Mg2+ or Fe2+, 

produce negative charges, which are  delocalized over surrounding oxygen atoms. The 

charges can be counterbalanced by hydrated alkali metals and alkaline earth cations such 

as Na+, Li+ or Ca2+, located in the gallery between the aluminosilicate layers, and are also 

denominated interlayer cations [12]. The arrangement of these cations occurs in such a 

way that the overall electrostatic energy is minimized. This type of layered silicate 

contains moderate surface charge, which is known as cation exchange capacity (CEC). 
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This ion exchange capacity is used to characterize the degree of isomorphous 

substitution. The typical CEC values are within a range of 60-120 meq/100g [9]. The 

reactivity of the clay is a product of two different causes; the incorporation of the 

exchangeable cations on the interlayer sites in order to maintain a neutral charge on the 

crystal lattice, and the discontinuities on the edges when the periodic arrangement of 

atoms is terminated [13].  The charge may vary from layer to layer, and considered as an 

average value over the whole crystalline structure. The gallery height of the clay particles 

is determined by the type of cations positioned within the interlayer and the degree of 

hydration [14]. The compatibility of the clay platelets with the polymer can be controlled 

by the use of organic compounds. Smectites and silicic acids are hydrophilic, caused by 

the hydration of the interlayer alkali earth and alkali metal cations. The hydrophilicity 

renders an incompatibility of the clay with the polymeric system. Organophilic layered 

silicates are ion exchange reactions done with cationic surfactants like phosphonium and 

ammonium ions, and lead to the formation of organically modified layered silicates 

(OLS). According to Vaia [9], the vast majority of the OLSs utilized in polymer layers 

silicate nanocomposites are comprised of alkylammonium surfactants. The alkyl chains 

contained in the interlayer adopt different conformation, from liquid like to solid like, 

depending on the chain length and the exchange capacity. 
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2.4 Interfacial Distance and Swelling Agents 

The modification of the platelet surface leads to the enlargement of interlayer 

gallery; this process is achieved by ion-exchange of the hydrated cations with organic 

cations such as bulky alky ammonium groups. Alkylammonium or alkylphosphonium 

cations in the organosilicates diminish the surface energy of the inorganic host and 

improve the wetting characteristics of the polymer matrix. This surface modification 

leads to a larger interlayer distance. The functional groups attached to the 

alkylphosphonium or alkylammonium groups present in the galley can react or interact 

physically with the polymer matrix, also leading to an increase the gallery distance [15]. 

This interspace distance is directly related to the length of alkyl chain and the ratio of the 

cross sectional area to available area per cation [16, 17]. 

 

Giannelis et al. [15, 18], were the first group to study and elucidate a 3D 

arrangement of the alkyammonium groups in the interlayer. The utilization of Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) technique, determined that the alkyl chains can 

behave in two different ways: as solid-like or liquid-like structures. As temperature 

increased, the behavior of these chains resembled more a liquid like structure. The same 

type of behavior is observed when the chain length or interlayer density decreased. The 

reason for this behavior was due to the small differences between the gauche and trans 

conformations. An example of this order can be seen with the montmorillonite samples; 

at ambient temperatures the alkylammonium monolayers adopted a two dimensional 

order or disordered state, which depends on the cross sectional area of the molecules, the 

ratio of the area/cation available on the substrate and the alkyl chain length. At low 
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temperatures the chains assume a trans conformation, and as the temperature increases 

the chains assume a random conformation [19].  Giannelis et al. also determined that the 

increase of packing density or an increase in the chain length improved the order of the 

chains [20]. The organically modified layers self-assemble parallel to each other to form 

alternating, well ordered organic/inorganic multilayers [21]. The alkyl groups are 

attracted to the negative charge of the silicate layers and are binded in a head-to-tail 

conformation that yields the hydrocarbon tails filling the gallery space in between the 

layers.  

Osman et al. [22] studied the effect of the interspacial distance related to the 

length of the alkyl chains in montmorillonite (MMT). When this group studied a MMT 

modified with an alkyl chain with four carbon atoms, there was little to no change in the 

basal plane gallery distance. As the length of the carbon atoms increased, from four to 

eight, the gallery distance increased with a linear tendency. This group also used an 

octadecyl series, which also increases the gallery length, but it did not maintain the linear 

relationship that was previously established. This group quantified this interspacial 

distance or gallery distance by the use of the XRD, which yields a d-spacing 

measurement.  

Commercially it is possible to obtain many different types of clay at a low cost; 

companies like Southern Clay Products, Elementis Specialties Company, Nanocor Inc., 

Sud-Chemia and Laviosa Chimica Mineraria are suppliers for these products. Table 2.2, 

shows some alkylammonium groups present in the Cloisite® family from Southern Clay 

Products. HT is a hydrogenated tallow group with a variable composition of ~65% C18: 
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~30% C16: ~5% C14. T is a tallow group with the same ratio of C18, C16 and C14, 

where C18, for example stands for a hydrocarbon with 18 carbon units. 

 

Table 2.2  Southern Clay Company products, Cloisite® [23]. 
Cloisite® 10A Cloisite® 20A Cloisite® 30B Cloisite® 93 

N
+

CH3CH3

TH  

N
+

CH3

CH3 HT

HT  N
+

CH3 T

OH

OH 

N
+

CH3

H

T

T  

 

 

2.5 Polymer/Clay Synthesis Methods 

According to Oriakhi [24] and to Zhang [25], polymer/clay composites can be 

prepared by four major processes, which are: (1) Exfoliation/adsorption: in this method 

the silicate layers are exfoliated through the use of a solvent in the polymer. After the 

exfoliation, the polymer adsorbes onto the surface of the silicate layers and when the 

solvent evaporates the silicate layers reconfigure into sandwiched structures with the 

polymer in the interspacial galleries; (2) In-situ intercalative polymerization or in-situ 

polymerization, this method is based on the swelling of the silicate layers with the liquid 

polymer and the application of heat or radiation can be used to promote the 

polymerization between the silicate layers. A proper selection of the functional groups 

within the silicate layers may control the polymerization rates and the initiation points so 

the layer separation process may occur before or during polymerization [9]; In the Melt 
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intercalation process (3), the polymer in the molten state is mixed with the clay, and due 

to favorable interactions between the clay and the polymer, the latter introduces itself 

between the silicate layers exfoliates the layers or simply intercalates the layers. Shear 

flows from the melt process may facilitate a homogenous morphology of the polymer 

layered silicate nanocomposites, as well as a global alignment of the layers. The final 

method is the Template Synthesis (4); in this method the precursors of the silicate layers 

are mixed with the polymer, and by self-assembly forces the polymer will help the 

growth of the inorganic crystals, by helping the crystals grow the polymer will be trapped 

between the formation of the crystals [10]. 

 

2.6 Clay Dispersion and Exfoliation 

The two idealized morphologies within the polymer-layered silicate composites 

are exfoliated and intercalated. The intercalated structure can be considered as guest-host 

compounds that result from the polymer penetration into the interlayer and the 

subsequent expansion to a thermodynamically defined equilibrium spacing [26, 27]. The 

inter layer expansion will range between 1 to 4 nm, and is associated with the 

incorporation of individual polymer chains. Exfoliated morphology consists of individual 

silicate layers suspended in the polymer matrix, and is a direct result from polymer 

penetration within the crystallites, which eventually leads to delamination.   

 

Polymer/clay interactions are a fundamental parameter to determine the degree of 

exfoliation and dispersion of layered materials. Polymers have the ability to intercalate 

the gallery of layered materials by interacting with the clay surface trough ion-dipole, 
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dipole-dipole and hydrogen bonding [28, 29] molecular interactions. In order to quantify 

the dispersion of the clay platelets in the polymer matrix, solubility parameters are used 

to characterize these interactions. Ho et al. [28, 29] used the Hansen solubility parameters 

to correlate the degree of exfoliation of organically modified clays and the solvent in 

which these clays were dispersed. The original definition of the solubility parameter was 

established by Hildebrand and Scott [30], these researchers proposed the following 

definition for solubility parameter, δ: 

V
E

=δ          Eq.2.17 

Where, V, is the molar volume, and, E, is the molar cohesive energy, this energy 

is associated with the net attractive interactions of the material. The importance of 

Hansen’s contribution is based on the extension of the Hildebrand parameter and its 

application to a polymer-solvent systems. The Hansen parameter takes into consideration 

the dispersive forces (δd), the polar forces (δp) and the hydrogen-bonding forces (δh) 

acting together.  

2222
0 hpd δδδδ ++=         Eq. 2.18 

 The proper paring of the solvent and clay particles is fundamental in order to 

assure a proper dispersion and exfoliation in the polymer/clay matrix. 

 

Within these methods of synthesis the polymer/clay interaction and dispersion 

that is obtained can be categorized in three major categories: intercalated, exfoliated and 

phase separated, a graphical representation of these three different systems is depicted in 

Fig. 2.3. Intercalated structures are self assembled multilayered structures where the 
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polymer chains insert themselves in the gallery space and eventually generate an 

expansion of the silica interlayer. The intercalated structure generates a well ordered 

multilayer morphology built with alternating polymeric and inorganic layers maintain the 

same clay layer registry. Exfoliation on the other hand is a result of a deep penetration of 

the polymer in the interlayer gallery space and generates a delamination and disperses the 

clay palates in the matrix [10, 11, 31, 32]. 

 

Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of different structures for the polymer/matrix[10]. 

 

An intercalated system can be determined through indexing of the d-spacing peak 

in an X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD). This method is based on the recurring order of 

the crystal structures. In this case they are assigned to the laminated phyllosilicates. The 

XRD analysis of powders shows peaks with lower 2θ values, which indicates a large 

spacing between clay platelets in comparison to the basal laminated structures. As the 

spacing between the layers increases, there is a shift in the diffraction peaks towards 

lower angle values [10], broadening of the peaks and loss of intensity. When dealing with 

the exfoliated structure, this property implies a complete and uniform separation of the 

clay platelets. The exfoliated structure does not appear on the XRD powder spectra, due 

to the fact that the spacing between the platelets exceeded 80Ǻ or a random spacing or 

loss of order of the phyllosilicates. Powdered diffraction spectra exhibit the absence of 

basal reflections and are often interpreted as evidence of an exfoliated structure. This type 
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of physical evidence can be seen in Fig. 2.4, which provides a schematic of powdered 

XRD found in the different morphologies of polymer layered silicates. 

 

Structure Initial XRD Spectra Final XRD Spectra 

Immiscible System 

  

Intercalated Hybrid   

Ordered 

  

Disordered 

 

Exfoliated Hybrid 

  

Figure 2.4. Powder XRD spectra for various polymer layered silicate nanocomposites 

[26].  
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XRD is considered the main characterization technique to determine exfoliated 

and intercalated structures in polymer/clay nanocomposites. Another auxiliary technique 

used to characterize polymer/clay morphology is transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM). The combination of these two techniques must be used to confirm the existence 

of an exfoliated system. 

Another possibility to achieve exfoliation and intercalation of nanoclay platelets 

in the polymer matrix is via use of supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2). The use of the 

scCO2 is a greener and more environmentally friendly approach to processing polymers 

for industrial applications [33, 34]. Supercritical fluids have been used in such areas as 

polymer blending, microcellular foaming, polymer synthesis, particle production and 

finally polymer composites [35-38]. Zerda, et al. [39], studied the polymerization of 

methyl methacrylate/clay nanocomposites using scCO2 as solvent. The use of scCO2 

allowed for homogenous dispersion of clay platelets throughout the matrix, as well as the 

production of intercalated and/or exfoliated morphologies. This group suggests that at 

high nanoclay concentrations, 40 wt %, where prevalent morphology in the matrix is 

intercalated due to the restriction of the polymer chains and the high penetration of the 

latter in the basal spacing of the nanoclay platelets. This group also suggests that the 

problems related to high polymer viscosities may be avoided by the use of scCO2 as a 

solvent. Baird et al. [40], studied the use of scCO2 in the dispersion of clay platelets in a 

polymer/clay nanocomposite. This group compared the use of scCO2 to melt processing 

and also to twin extrusion processing, and found an improvement in the dispersion 

properties of the nanoclay platelets. The use of this pre-processing also improved the 

mechanical properties of the polymer, by allowing a higher interaction of the polymer 
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with the clay platelets, thus restricting the segmental chain motion of the polymer and 

increasing Tg. Ma et al. [41] also prepared polymer/clay nanocomposites with the use of 

scCO2. This group prepared polypropylene/sepiolite, by treating the nanoclay with scCO2 

and then combining it with the polymer via melt extrusion. The results indicate that 

pretreating the samples with scCO2 allowed for a more homogenous distribution of the 

clay platelets in the matrix. The mechanical properties of the polymer/clay composites 

also were improved by the addition of the sepiolite, and the the sepiolite may act as a 

nucleating agent, thus increasing the crystallization temperature of the matrix. In a recent 

study, Naveau et al. [42] also used scCO2 to prepared polymer/clay nanocomposites via 

melt blending. This group analyzed the interaction of scCO2 with various types of 

organically modified nanoclays. Natural montmorillonite and hectorite were used as 

nanoclays and were modified via ion exchange with alkylphosphonium and 

alkylammonium salts. Polyamide 6 was used as the polymer matrix host for the 

nanoclays. Thermogravimetric analysis results suggest that hectorite polymer/clay 

nanocomposites modified with phosphonium salts are more thermally stable at higher 

temperature than their montmorillonite counterparts. These results also indicated that 

phosphonium modified clays have a higher thermal stability than ammonium modified 

clays. Polyamide 6/clay composites modified with phosphonium salts also had higher 

ignition temperatures. According to the authors this thermal stability will improve 

processing properties in the melt. Morphological analysis, via XRD and TEM suggest 

intercalated and/or exfoliated morphologies of the clay platelets in the matrix, thus 

indicating good dispersion properties of the clay platelets in the matrix and also 

suggesting some degree of penetration of polymer chains in to the basal spacing of the 
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nanoclay. Horsch, et al. [43], analyzed the chemical interactions of scCO2 in the 

expansion and/or exfoliation of organically modified nanoclays and non modified 

nanoclays. This group compared the degree of expansion of the basal spacing in the clay 

platelets when treated with scCO2, and the further interaction of the pretreated clays with 

a polymer matrix, which in this case was polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS). The nanoclays 

used in this study were Cloiste ® Na+ and Cloisite ® 93A. Cloisite ® Na+ is natural 

montmorillonite and Cloisite 93A, is a montmorillonite modified with a methyl 

dihydrogenated tallow ammonium. The data obtained from this group indicates that the 

degree of exfoliation and/or intercalation in the matrix may be determined by the organic 

modifier used in the nanoclay. This group also suggests that the CO2-philicity of the 

nanoclay will play an important role in the dispersion and ultimately the exfoliation of the 

platelets [44]. The CO2-philicity is due to an increased positive charge on the N of the 

ammonium salt, or the presence of an acidic hydrogen on the ammonium salt. XRD 

analysis of the nanoclays treated with scCO2 suggests a decrease of stacked platelets. 

XRD difractograms of the polymer/clay nanocomposites films suggests an exfoliated 

morphology in the matrix. The d001 peak was not present in the difractograms.  

 

2.7 Diffusion through flake filled barriers 

 Polymer/clay nanocomposites reduce the diffusion coefficient by increasing the 

path length encountered by a permeating molecule due to the presence of barrier particles 

obstructing the mass transfer. According to Cussler et al. and other research groups [45-

49], the use and development of polymer barriers containing impermeable flakes 

decreases the permeability 10 fold, and also increases the lag time. An idealized model of 
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the “tortuous pathway” created by the clay particles is represented in Fig.2.5. The 

diffusion through a heterogeneous or two phase medium depends on the individual 

properties of the phases and the amount of phase, the size, shape, size distribution and 

orientation of the dispersed phase [50].    

 

Fig. 2.5 Ideal crystalline structure of layers dispersed clay particles in a polymer matrix, 

and tortuous pathway of molecules [51]. 

 

Throughout the years the study and analysis of permeation and diffusion has been 

an important research topic. In 1873 Clerk Maxwell published data [52] that dealt with 

transport in periodic layers of neutrally buoyant spheres immersed in a continuum. This 

publication set two important concepts. The first concept established an equation dealing 

with the permeation around impermeable spheres 
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         Eq. 2.19 

 P0 is the permeability of the continuum, P that of the composite, and φ  is the 

volume fraction of the spheres. The second concept led to the equation dealing with 

highly permeable spheres; 
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 The terms in Eq 2.19 are the same as in Eq. 2.20. Strutt and Rayleigh [53] also 

proposed a model to determine permeability, but with impermeable cylinder. These 

cylinders are idealized and set perpendicular to the mass transfer.   
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P          Eq. 2.21 

The variation that exists in this equation is related to the geometry of the particles, 

where φ  is the volume fraction of cylinders. Eq. 2.19 and 2.21, have three similarities; 

the first point states that the permeability in the continuum is independent of the 

geometry of the particles. The second feature indicates that the permeability varies 

according to the volume of the particles and not according to their size. The third feature 

states that the geometry of cylinders and spheres do not have a mayor effect on the 

permeability. This effect can be seen in Fig. 2.6, where the permeability is related to the 

geometry or the particles.  

 

Fig. 2.6 Relationship between permeability and geometry of clay particles [46].  
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Another model that predicts permeation, and one of the first models discussing 

polymer/clay diffusion and its mathematical modeling was published by Nielsen [54], 

who analyzed a two dimensional diffusion phenomena through a polymer with uniformly 

dispersed rectangular platelets. The importance of this model stems from the introduction 

of the tortuosity factor. This model also predicts the effective permeability as a function 

of the volume fraction. The tortuosity factor is defined as the ratio of the distance a 

molecule must travel to get through the polymer film to the thickness of the film, as seen 

in equation 2.22.  

FW
L φτ 
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1         Eq. 2.22 

 Where φF is the volume fraction, W is the thickness of the filler, and L is the 

length of the filler. This model is based on the idea that the impermeable flakes are 

aligned perpendicular to the direction to mass transfer. The equation for this model is a 

follows  
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        Eq. 2.23 

 In Eq. 2.23, P and P0 are the permeability of the composite film and that of the 

pristine polymer respectively; φP is defined as the volume fraction of the pristine 

polymer.  

Within the same realm of predicting permeation in polymer nancomposites, 

another model used to describe gaseous diffusion through membranes containing 

impermeable flakes was proposed by Cussler et al. [45, 47] This model incorporates the 

previous concepts as the tortousity factor, volume fraction and also establishes the aspect 
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ratio term, and studies unsteady state diffusion. This model is based on the idealization of 

infinitely long impermeable flakes as well as regular spacing between them. The model 

also states that the diffusion of the penetrating gas molecules occurs through the slits 

located between the impermeable flakes, as seen in Figure 2.7.  

 

 

Figure 2.7 Idealized permeation as proposed Permeation of gas molecules through 

polymer/clay nanocomposites [55]. 
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 Where P0 and P, respectively, are the permeability of the pristine polymer and the 

composite film; φ is defined as the volume fraction of the filler and α is the aspect ratio of 

the rectangle that forms the barrier cross section. Cussler’s model generates questions 

regarding the accurate measurement of permeation properties, due to the fact that this 

model estimates permeation independent of the polymer species used and only depends 

on the geometry and amount of clay in the barrier membrane and not the size of the 

flakes [47, 48]. 
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Cussler’s group continued pursing new ideas to determine and quantify 

permeation through polymer/clay nanocomposites. One of the proposed models set forth 

by Falla et al. [47], was based on Equation 2.24. Falla examined the resistance to 

diffusion around the flakes. This model also incorporates the resistance to diffusion in the 

slits between the adjacent flakes within the same horizontal plane, and also the resistance 

due to necking. These two last terms can be seen in Equation 2.25, as the third and forth 

terms. Wakeham and Manson [56], also proposed an equation with similar characteristics 

as Equation 2.24, but the difference is contained within the last term, which suggests that 

the “necking” term is independent of the aspect ratio. This justification is seen in the forth 

term of Equation 2.26. Falla proved that these terms could in fact be significant, but only 

in certain cases [47].  
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Cussler’s initial equation is based on the idea of impermeable flakes carefully 

aligned and of a single size, Lape et al [48], another of Cussler’s students, proposed 

another equation that considers monodisperse flakes in a random array. The equation for 

this modified model is presented below Equation 2.27. The effect of random spacing is 

denoted by the 2/3 factor, and the decrease in total permeation area by addition of 

nanoclay to the barrier is denoted by the modification of the numerator, as seen below.  
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Nielsen’s model has also been modified to determine permeation properties, as 

stated by Lan et al. [57]. This group determined barrier properties for CO2 permeability in 

polyamic acid films containing polyimide montmorillonite nanocomposites. Equation 

2.28 is the proposed modification. This model has the inclusion of the aspect ratio, α, 

term proposed by Cussler [45]. 
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         Eq. 2.28 

Another assumption made by the previous models is based on the fact that the 

permeating gas is considered to always be perpendicular to the alignment of the 

impermeable flakes within the nanocomposites. This idealization of the models generates 

the highest tortousity for the penetrating molecules. Bharadwaj [58], analyzed this effect 

and proposed a modification, based on Nielsen’s original model, to evaluate gas 

permeation depending on the orientation of the impermeable flakes. Bharadwaj 

introduced the parameter, (S), seen in Equation 2.29 to account for the orientation 

differences. 

1cos3
2
1 2 −= θS         Eq. 2.29 

Where θ represents the angle between the normal vector of the impermeable 

flakes, and the direction of the gas flow. This function has a range of -1/2 to 1. The θ 

value of -1/2 indicates a parallel alignment of the flakes with respect to the gas flow, and 
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the θ value of 1 is the opposite case, this indicates a perpendicular alignment of the flakes 

with respect to the gas flow, as seen in Figure 2.8.  

 

 

Figure 2.8 Resulting S values for different flake alignments [58].  

 

The variation in permeability can be evaluated with Equation 2.31, Equation 2.30, 

is the original equation proposed by Nielsen, and is rearranged as seen below. 
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Bharadwaj’s modification of Nielsen’s Equation 2.30, has proved to be useful in 

determining permeation properties of polymer nanocomposites, as reported by Gatos et 

al. [59] This group reports good correlation for hydrogenated acrylonitrile butadiene 

rubber modified with montmorillonite and flourohectorite. 
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2.8 Polyurethanes 

Polyurethanes were discovered in Germany by Prof. Otto Bayer in the late 1930’s. 

This discovery was achieved while trying to generate alternative fibers that could 

compete with nylon fibers. The first US patent related to polyurethanes was awarded to 

Rinke and collaborators [60], whose research group reacted a aliphatic 1,8 octane 

diisocyanate with a 1,4 butanediol. This process produced a low viscosity polyurethane 

melt which was further processed or spun into fibers. DuPont and ICI recognized the 

elastomeric properties of polyurethanes, which lead to the mass production in the early 

1940’s. The denomination or common name polyurethane has always been a point of 

discussion, because urethane linkages represent a minority of the functional groups in the 

polymer chain. The term polyurethane is accepted as long as polymer contains a 

significant number of urethane linkages. Typical polyurethane may contain a wide variety 

of functional groups like, ethers, esters, ureas, amides, aliphatic and aromatic 

hydrocarbons and isocyanurate groups. 

According to Szycher [60], the definition of polyurethane is any polymer with a 

plurality of carbamate (urethane) linkages. The repeating urethane linkage is the basis for 

the generic name. 

 

Synthesis of polyurethane can be achieved by two different methods; the first is 

method is utilized for industrial application, and is the reaction of diisocyanates with 

dihydroxy compounds. This method has the particular advantage of not having 

byproducts. The second method is the reaction of bischloroformates with diamines. The 
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bischloroformates are obtained from dihydroxy compounds with an excess of phosgene 

[61]. Figure 2.9, illustrates the precursors of a polyurethane structure.  

 

Soft Segment 

 
Hard Segment 

 
Chain Expander (CE) 

 
Terminal Group (TG) 

 

 
Figure 2.9. Precursors and structure of polyurethane [62]. 
 

Polyurethanes have been described as segmented elastomers composed by two 

different segments. The segmental composition will generate a two phase microstructure. 

The physical properties of the polyurethanes depend on the molecular structure caused by 

the interactions between the polymer clains [63], degree of flexibility/rigidity, density, 

hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity, cellular structure, processing characteristics and the 

end-use properties. Polyurethanes are linear block copolymers type (AB)n, one of the 

blocks is constituted by a long, flexible polyester or polydiol. This block is also known as 

the soft segment, and has the characteristic of giving the elastomeric properties to the 

polymer; it also constitutes the high molecular weight of the polymer.  

The second segment of the copolymer is also known as the hard phase. The 

composition of the hard phase is due to the reaction of the low molecular weight diol or 

triol chain extenders and the aromatic diisocyanates [64]. Due to the electronegativity of 
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nitrogen in the urethane N-H structure, the hydrogen develops a partial positive charge 

which can form hydrogen bonds with the adjacent oxygen atoms. The hydrogen atom 

from the urethane group act as a proton donor, and the carbonyl in the urethane C=O, or 

urea act as an acceptor group. The oxygen in the polyesters or polyether from the soft 

phase can also act as an acceptor [65], a physical representation of these interactions can 

be seen in Figure 2.10 [66]. 

 

Figure 2.10 Block Structure of Polyurethane [66]. 

 

The hard phase is composed by polar materials, and has the ability to form 

carbonyl to amino hydrogen bonds which promote aggregation into ordered hard domains 

[67]. At room temperature the phases aggregate into microdomains, this same tendency is 

seen above and below the Tg. Analysis of the mechanical properties of polyurethanes 

determined that hard phase gains rigidity through hydrogen bonding between 

diisocyanate groups, producing physical crosslinking. This interaction also provide a 

filler-like reinforcement for the soft phase [68]. The basis of the microphase separation is 

related to the thermodynamic incompatibility of the two phases, as well as a difference in 
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polarity between the two phases [69]. The degree of phase separation will depend on 

factors like, molecular weight, chemical structure, composition and arrangement of both 

kinds of segments. Polyurethanes can be modified or tailored to the necessities of the 

researcher. The chemical structure can be exchanged due to a wide variety of precursors 

and synthesis conditions.  

 

Within the realm of the polyurethane compounds, siloxane based elastomers have 

become very popular. When comparing conventional polyurethanes based on polyether 

or polyester, block copolymers composed by PDMS soft segment improve the 

environmental stability. Within these improved properties are better thermal and 

oxidative stability, improved hydrolytic stability, low moisture permeability, hydrophobic 

surface, low toxicity, high permeability to gases, a broader service temperature range. 

This range is modified by a lower glass transition temperature of PDMS (-123°C) [70, 

71]. 

 

2.9 Permeation Properties of Polyurethanes 

Gas permeation through a polymer membrane depends on different aspects for 

example; degree of crystallinity, chain stiffness, chain packing, size and ratio of the free 

volume and segment mobility [19, 72]. Polymers modified with impermeable 

nanostructure such as the nanoclay previously discussed, prove to decrease permeability 

when compared with the unmodified polymer matrix [11, 73]. When dealing with gas 

diffusion in a heterogeneous phase, the overall diffusion depends on the individual 

properties of the phases. In this case the clays may differ in the amount, size distribution, 
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orientation of the dispersed phase, shape of the clay [74]. Clays have spherical, 

cylindrical, ellipsoidal and platelet conformations. All of the above characteristics affect 

diffusion properties. The addition of clay particles to the matrix generates a tortuous 

pathway for the molecules with a longer diffusive path for the penetrants [11].  

 

According to Galland et al. and other authors [75-78], the mechanical properties 

of a polyurethane system do in fact influence permeation properties. In their study 

Galland et al. proved that an increase in the concentration of the hard phase in the 

polyurethane/nanoclay system diminished the permeation of gases through a membrane. 

The increase in hard phase concentration is related to the physical properties of the 

polymer, which eventually lead to an increase the modulus of the polymer/clay 

composite. 

 

Within the realm of gas permeation in polyurethane membranes there are certain 

studies that focused on the chemistry of the polyurethane membrane. Madhavan et al. 

[77], studied poly(dimethylsiloxane-urethane) membranes. This group used PDMS as the 

soft phase in these membranes and a series of three different isocyanate groups as the 

hard phase; hexamethylene diisocyanate (HMDI), methylenediphnyl diisocyante (MDI) 

and toluene diisocyanate (TDI). The variation of the ratio of hard phase to soft phase was 

analyzed and correlated to the gas permeation parameter. When the PDMS content 

increased, the density of the membrane decreased. This resulted in an increase in the free 

volume of the membranes and thus an increase in permeability.  
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On the other hand, permeation testing clearly proved that the increase in hard 

phase concentration diminished the permeability of the whole series of gases analyzed. 

The chemistry and proper selection of the hard phase within the membranes also 

provided an important and decisive parameter. HMDI contains only an alkane chain in 

the main chain of the isocyanate conformation, and due to the non polar nature of the 

hard phase there exists a compatibility of the hard phase with the soft phase. The 

compatibility generates a less segregated membrane which diminishes the permeation of 

the gas molecules. Figure 2.11 shows permeation data for the HMDI series of 

membranes. 

 

Figure 2.11 Permeation data for poly(dimethylsiloxane-urethane) membranes with 

different HMDI content [77].  

 

From the analysis of the membranes composed by TDI an MDI, the permeation 

profiles are similar. This is due to a smiliar chemical structure of these two isocyanates. 

The more rigid structure of the MDI backbone allows less permeability than the more 
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flexible TDI structure [77]. TDI has a less ordered structure and allows a higher free 

volume. The increased difference in polarity of the hard phase, in both MDI and TDI, and 

soft phase PDMS, motivates a higher segregation of the phases which ultimately lead to 

higher permeation results, these permeations results can be seen in Figure 2.12.    

 

Figure 2.12 Chemical structure of methylenediphnyl diisocyante (MDI) and permeation 

data for N2 permeability at 35°C [77] 
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Figure 2.13 Chemical structure of  toluene diisocyanate (TDI), and permeation data for 

N2 permeability at 35°C [77]. 

 

2.10 Mechanical Properties of Polymer/Clay Nanocomposites 

While discussing the permeation properties of polyurethanes, and the importance 

of the chemical composition within this property, we touched the surface of the 

importance of the mechanical properties of the polyurethane/nanoclay matrix and how all 

these elements combine in order to form a desired membrane.  

Mechanical properties of polymer/clay composites are related to their 

microstructure, and can also be related to the degree of dispersion and exfoliation of the 
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clay platelets [18]. A good dispersion of the clay platelets results in an increase of the 

Young’s modulus, storage modulus and tensile strength. There are also certain drawbacks 

to the polymer/clay matrix, such as reduced ductility and reduced impact strength [79]. 

The content or amount of clay in the polymer matrix determines the increase in the 

tensile strength and the modulus [80] This proclivity is seen in the tensile modulus, 

because at low clay content there exists a higher increase in the tensile modulus, which is 

attributed to the degree of exfoliation. As clay content increases the tendency to increase 

the modulus reaches a plateau. This point is directly related to the partial exfoliation of 

the clay particles and the stacking of the platelets [81]. This effect was also seen by 

Osman et al. [22], whose group found that the increase of the d-spacing in the clay 

platelets increased the relative elastic modulus and the stress at the break of the matrix. 

Although complete exfoliation was not achieved, the relationship between the interspatial 

distance and the mechanical properties of a polymer/clay matrix was established.  

 

The reinforcement of the polymer/clay matrix leads to higher tensile properties 

and is related to the large interface that exists within the polymer/clay system. This is 

important because several chemical and physical interactions are governed by surface 

properties. The confinement of the polymer chains within the galleries of the clay 

platelets of large surface area per unit volume ultimately affects the local chain dynamics 

[19, 64]. Therefore composite mechanical theories of reinforcement are applied to 

explain the fracture toughness and mechanical properties of polymer/clay composites. 

Certain models are used to explain this phenomenon, and within these models are 
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parameters such as: aspect ratio, orientation of the reinforcements and volume fraction of 

the clay particles [19].  

 

Finnigan et al. [68] also studied the effect of the hard phase to soft phase ratio in 

the mechanical properties of polyurethane/clay nanocomposites. This group compared 

two polyurethanes with different hard phase/soft phase ratio and the addition of one type 

of clay. The selected clay was Cloiste 30B, which contains a methyl bis-2-

hydroxyethyltallow ammonium modification. This specific clay provides high exfoliation 

in polyurethane samples. The group also analyzed and compared two different synthesis 

methods; melt processing and solvent casting of films. According to this group, an 

important factor for clays exfoliation is centered on the soft phase of the polyurethane. 

The soft-phase is responsible for the separation of the platelets, due to the fact that it 

wants to regain entropy, and the hard phases will be attracted to the silicate layers of the 

clay [82]. The polyurethane with a higher soft phase content provides a better exfoliation; 

this was shown by the WAXD results, which record a larger distance between platelets as 

can be seen in Figure 2.14. Finnegan reported that clays were better dispersed in with 

melt processing than in solvent casting films. 
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Figure 2.14.  WAXD results for polyurethane based films, MC is referred to the melt 

casted films and SC is the solvent casted films. [68]. 

 

DMTA analysis provides evidence of the dependence between clay content and 

Tg of the polyurethane It is common [68, 80, 83, 84] to use the tan δ peak to determine 

Tg, which effect can be seen in Figure 2.15. This peak can be attributed to the backbone 

motion of the soft-segment phase therefore, the importance of the ratio of hard/soft phase. 

The addition of nanoclay increases the Tg of the matrix. The addition of the nanoclay 

also provided a reduction of the damping capacity, which can be directly related to a 

restricted molecular motion which is caused by the delaminated silicate layers [64]. The 

effect of restricted motion can also be connected to the hydrogen bonding between the 

silicate layers and the polymer. This proves the strong interaction between the polymer 
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and the clay. Increases in Tg with the addition of clays are reported throughout the 

literature [65, 83, 85].  

 

 

Figure 2.15 Dissipation Factor tan (δ) for Polyurethane/clay matrix [68]. 

 

Finnigan et al. [68] also reported that the impact of the clay on mechanical 

properties is higher for the “softer” polyurethane, due to a mismatch of the elastic 

constants of the polymer and the clay. Therefore the impact of clay will be higher in 

rubbery polymers in comparison to glassy polymers [86, 87]. These results were similar 

to those reported by Chavarria et al. [80].  

 

Another study that dealt with mechanical properties of polyurethane/clay matrix 

was done by Chavarria et al. [80], this group developed polyurethane nanocomposite 

membranes by melt processing and evaluated their mechanical properties. This 

publication evaluated the use of two different types of polyurethanes. One was polyester 

based which provided medium hardness, and the other was polyether based polyurethane 
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which provided a higher hardness. The composition of these polyurethanes was not made 

available known because of trademark restrictions. 

The variation of the nanoclay utilized was another parameter evaluated by this 

group in order to characterize the mechanical properties of these nanocomposites. This 

group studied 5 different quaternary ammonium nanoclays, two of these clays were 

similar in chemical structure but they differed on the hydrogenation of the C18 tallow 

group, another was an alkylammonium clay with two tail tallow groups, and the final two 

clays were alkylammonium clays modified with hydroxyl ethyl groups.  

Chavarria found that the addition of nanoclay to the polymer matrix increased the 

modulus at small strains for the whole series, but depending on the nature of the nanoclay 

the large strain behavior was very different. The concentration of the clays and their 

chemical composition in the matrix affected the strain properties. While dealing with a 

matrix modified with a nanoclay based on hydroxy ethyl groups, the higher the 

concentration of the clay content, the higher the reinforcement of the strain profile. The 

contrary effect is seen with polyurethane/clay nanocomposites modified with 

alkylammonium groups containing two tallow tails. Due to strong interactions of the 

tallow groups with themselves and the silicate platelets within the interspacial distance, 

the nanocomposites containing an alkylammonium groups containg two tail tallow group 

did not reinforce the matrix at high strain [69].  

The addition of small amounts of nanoclay increased the Young’s modulus of the 

polymer/clay matrix [16, 80]. The difference in organically modified clay can be seen in 

Figure 2.16. The polyurethane/clay nanocomposites that have a better dispersion will 

generate a higher Young’s modulus. In this case the polyurethane/clay composite 
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modified with an akylammonium of only one tallow group yielded a higher modulus than 

the two tallow alkylammonium group. 

 

 

Figure 2.16 Stress-Strain behaviors for polyurethane/clays matrix. A) Cloisite® 30B, B) 

Cloisite® 20A [80]. 
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According to Fornes et al. [16] polyurethanes have a good affinity for the polar 

clay surface and the one tallow alkylammonium clays allow a higher interaction between 

this surface and the polyurethane. Two tail groups will present negative dispersion effects 

due to two reasons: a steric hindrance effect in the penetration of the polyurethane to the 

gallery space and, therefore, diminishment in the interaction with the platelets and lower 

degree of exfoliation [17]. The hydroxyl groups present in the nanoclays increase 

dispersion because of the possibility of creating hydrogen bonds with the polar groups in 

the polymer matrix or with the surface of the clays; this type of bonding will increase 

exfoliation and dispersion [65, 88, 89].  

 

Xia et al [90], studied stress relaxation and creep behavior in a polymer/clay 

matrix by modifying the hard phase content in the polyurethane and by the addition of 

clay to the matrix. Stress relaxation is attributed to chain orientation, motion, and 

disentanglement of the polymer chain network, and the deformation and rupture of 

microdomain and crosslinks. Synthesis of the polyurethane was obtained through a one-

shot process. This group found that by increasing the hard phase content in the 

polyurethane, the initial stress, equilibrium stress, relaxation ratio and relaxation rate 

increased, while relaxation time decreased with increasing hard phase content. These 

results outline the importance of the hard phase in the relaxation of polyurethane. Once 

this group established the importance of hard phase in mechanical properties, they 

studied the addition of clay in the matrix. The hard phase content was fixed at 26% for 

the study with different clay content. Increasing clay content also helped increase initial 

stress, equilibrium stress, relaxation ratio and relaxation rate, although not in such a 
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dramatic way as the increase in hard phase content. The initial stress there was only a 

29% for a matrix with 5% of Clay content. The addition of clay will augment the degree 

of microphase separation, leading increased soft phase flexibility, elasticity and therefore 

a slow stress relaxation process. 

  

2.11 Indoor Air Quality 

This thesis intertwines different topics such as permeation through polymer 

membranes, the use of nanoclay particles and the modification of permeation properties 

with the added clay particles, physical properties of polymer/clay nanocomposites and 

indoor air quality properties. In order to evaluate the latter property this study assesses 

and quantifies the permeation of VOCs (volatile organic compounds) in polymer/clay 

nanocomposites.  

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the World Health Organization 

(WHO), have acknowledge that indoor air pollution has become an important topic and 

risk for workers worldwide [91]. The two major factors that may affect the indoor air 

quality levels are: 

 

• Synthetic Interior Materials 

• Improper Air circulation 

 

Due to the processing and manufacturing of synthetic materials utilized in the 

work environment, these materials can emit a wide range of pollutants, and in particular 

volatile organic compounds (VOC). Some of the compounds found or determined as 
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VOCs are considered carcinogenic. Elevated temperatures are responsible for the 

degradation of cellulose, decomposition of non heat resistant additives and other 

thermally induced reactions such as Diels-Adler synthesis [92]. The degradation of 

synthetic materials, and surface reactions maybe able to form aliphatic aldehydes from 

the oxidation of unsaturated fatty acids. These synthetic materials are usually used to 

furnish the work area, and they range from carpeting to wall insulation panels. 

 

The second topic regarding the improper circulation and delivery of fresh air to 

the work areas is due to energy consumption reasons. Proper ventilation in the work 

environment is used to create an acceptable level of humidity and temperature; this aspect 

is also used to remove air pollutants caused by human bioeffluents [93], tobacco smoke 

and building materials, in order to improve the indoor air quality [91]. Different research 

groups [94-96], indicate that VOCs are suspects of causing sick building syndrome (SBS) 

symptoms. SBS related symptoms include eye and mucous membrane irritation, fatigue, 

headaches, stuffiness, lethargy and certain asthmatic symptoms. The latter symptoms are 

responsible for a diminished and loss of productivity in the work area, as reported by 

Mendell [97]. Wargocki et al. [93] suggest that productivity in offices increases with a 

higher ventilation rate, and point out that an ideal range for ventilation per person would 

be between 3 to 30L/s. Within this same study Wargocki’s research group [93] proves 

that improved ventilation diminished the intensity of some SBS symptoms and improves 

air quality. An increased rate of total outdoor air exchange reduces reaction time between 

outdoor ozone and VOCs, the reaction scheme for ozone can be seen in Table 4.2. VOCs 

are not only related to the work area. These contaminants are also located at home. 
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Saarela et al. [98] determined a higher VOC exposure in homes than in work areas. This 

information is specially important to people in industrialized countries, who according to 

Berstein et al [99]., spend approximately 22 hours indoors daily.  

 

According Wolkoff et al. [96] to the World Health Organization (WHO) defined 

the term VOCs as a group or set of organic compounds with boiling points from 50°C to 

260°C [100]. In 2006 Wolkoff et al [101] proposed a subdivision of VOCs into four 

different categories;  

 

• Chemically Nonreactive 

• Chemically Reactive 

• Biologically Reactive 

• Toxic 

 

Specific compounds may be encompassed in two or more of the previous 

categories. In a previous publication Wolkoff et al.[102] also cites that health effects 

were not the main parameter to determine the classification of these compounds. The 

main reason for choosing this interval is due to sampling and capabilities of the analytical 

techniques, although these parameters are in constant evolution during the past 10 or 15 

years, due to the advances in sampling and analytic techniques. There has been an 

alteration in the spectrum of VOCs studied and classified due to new building materials 

and by consequence the solvents used for these products. Table 2.3, states the major 

VOCs found in indoor measurements throughout the US and in European countries.  
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Table 2.3. VOCs present in indoor air for different countries 
European Audit 
[103] 

US review [104] BASE study [105] German Study 
Selected VOC’s 
[106] 

Acetone o-Xylene Acetone Group 1 
Isoprene Benzene Hexane Phenoxyethanol 
2-Methylpentane Tetrachloroethylene Toluene Butyldigycol acetate 
Hexane m-, p-Xylenes 1,1,1-Trichloroethane Longifolene 
2-
Methylhexane/ben
zene 

Ethylbenzene Methyl chloride Dimethyl phthalate 

Heptane Trichloroethylene Benzene  
Toluene Toluene Ethanol Group 2 
m-, p-Xylenes 1,1,1-

Trichloroethane 
2-Propanol α-Pinene 

o-Xylene Dichlorobenzenes Dichlorofluorometha
ne 

Camphene 

Decane Styrene m-, p-Xylenes Β-Pinene 
Trimethylbenzene Undecane 2-Butanone 3-Carene 
Limonene Dodecane Trichlorofluorometha

ne 
 

 Octane o-Xylene Group 3 
  Undecane Styrene 
  Tetrachloroethylene o-Xylene 
  Methylene chloride C12-Alkanes 
  1,2,4-

Trimethylbenzene 
 

  Decane Group 4 
   1,2,3-

Trimethylbenzene 
   1,2,4-

Trimethylbenzene 
   Methylcyclohexane 

 

Brown et al. [107] determined an upper and lower concentration limit for VOCs; 

the concentration threshold is between 50 μg/m3 and 5 μg/m3. This concentration range is 

consistent with data obtained in Europe and North America, where the majority of the 

single VOCs were generally found at concentrations below 10 μg/m3 [96]. But the 

importance of this threshold is epitomized by carcinogenic compound like benzene, who 
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is found to have an indoor air level concentration of 20 μg/m3. The variation in the 

profiles of the organic compounds in the last decade is related to the introduction of new 

building materials and household products with higher boiling points. Another factor for 

this variation is and the replacement of aromatic and aliphatic solvents with oxygenated 

solvents [101]. Carbon compounds with double bonds like styrene, terpenes and 4-

phenylcyclohexene undergo gas phase reactions with OH, O3, and NOx. The formation of 

new OH species within the work environment is related to the presence of O3 and the 

subsequent reactions with alkenes and monoterpenes; the latter species are present due to 

cleaning products, timber, houseplants and fragrances [108]. Reactions with O3 yield 

radical products such as OH, HO2 and RO2. The gas phase reaction of O3 with 

unsaturated hydrocarbons is known to produce aldehydes, ketones and acids as main 

components [109]. The reaction scheme for the formation of reactive gases as a 

byproduct of secondary emissions was described by Weschler et al. [110]. Weschler cites 

that O3 is responsible for the generation of significant amounts of NO2 and NO3, as a 

function of indoor air decomposition. The reaction scheme is presented in Table 2.4. 

 

Table 2.4. reaction schemes for indoor air decomposition [92, 110]. 
O3 + NO → NO2 + O2  
O3 + NO2 → NO3 + O2  
NO3 + R-H → HNO3 + R  
OH + R-H → H2O + R  
O3 + R1R2C=CR3R4 → [Ozonide]*  
[Ozonide]* → R1C(O)R2 + [R3R4COO]*  
[Ozonide]* → R3C(O)R4 + [R1R2COO]*  
  

 O3 is known to react with indoor surfaces, and non-volatile compounds in 

carpeting and latex paint. Reactions with latex paints will produce aldehyde species; the 
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main difference between the radical species and the aldehyde is the stability of the latter 

species within the indoor environment. Degradation and reaction of aromatic species 

within the indoor environment produce ketones, alcohols, organic nitrates, PAN (peroxy-

acetylnitrate)-type species and organic species [111]. PAN is an important radical present 

in indoor air. The reaction scheme for the formation of PAN from acetaldehyde is as 

follows in table 2.5: 

Table 2.5. reaction schemes for indoor air decomposition of PAN 
CH3CHO + OH → CH3CO + H2O  
CH3CO + O2 + M → CH3C(O)OO + M  
CH3C(O)OO + NO2 + M → CH3C(O)OONO2  
 

VOCs are also present in the environment due to primary or secondary emissions. 

The primary emissions are due to a physical release of compounds which are present in a 

new product, and the emission rate tends to decrease rapidly during the first six months. 

The secondary emissions are related to the compounds produced by chemical reaction in 

the product or in the indoor environment, these emissions may last long periods of time 

and can also increase [112].  

Zhang et al. [113] states that there are basically two models in the literature that 

quantify emissions of VOC. The first model is the empirical model, which finds its basis 

on statistical analysis of emission data. The data obtained from the model comes from 

environmental chamber testing, and is based on the application of the first-law decay 

model and the power law decay model. According to Zhang et al. [113], these models are 

simple to use. The drawback from these models is that they do not provide information 

regarding the emissions mechanisms and cannot be scaled from test conditions to 

building conditions. 
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The second series of models are called the mass transfer models. The mass 

transfer model provides a difference from the empirical model because it can predict the 

VOCs emissions for different conditions from known physical parameters. 

 

2.12 Emulsions 

 The evolution of our research project pointed in the direction of emulsion 

polymerization as a possible route for exfoliation/delamination of clay platelets in the 

matrix. This synthesis route provides a cleaner and greener alternative to the solvents 

used for in situ polymerization. The basic ingredients/components of an emulsion 

polymerization are: the dispersing medium, monomer, initiator and the surfactant. The 

dispersing medium or continuous phase is an inert phase which can provide good heat 

transfer and also provides a low viscosity. The typical monomers used for emulsion 

polymerization are acrylates [114, 115], methacrylates [116, 117], styrene [118], vinyl 

acetate and butadiene. These monomers have limited solubility in water. Sodium, 

ammonium and potassium persulphate salts are common water soluble initiators. The 

persulphates dissociate into two sulfate radical anions which may initiate the 

polymerization reaction. Redox initiators, such as persulfate-bisulfite, are commonly used 

in low temperature polymerizations. The lower temperature reactions decrease 

crosslinking and chain branching during the synthesis of rubbers. Redox initiators are 

typically a mixture of a reducing agent and an oxidizing agent whose reactions generally 

produce radicals.  

Surfactants are amphililic, which indicates that they have hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

segments or moieties. This property allows the possibility to reside and effectively 
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interact at the interface. Surfactants are also known as stabilizers or emulsifiers. When 

dissolved in aqueous solution the surfactant molecules can orient and reduce the surface 

tension of water. According to van Herk [119], surfactant are classified according to the 

hydrophilic group. For anionic surfactants the hydrophilic part is the anion, common 

anionic surfactants are sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) CH3(CH2)11SO4
-Na+ and sodium 

dodecyl benzene sulphonate CH3(CH2)11C6H4SO3
-Na+. The cation is the hydrophilic part 

in cationic surfactants. Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 

CH3(CH2)15N(CH3)3
+Br- and Dodecylaine hydrochloride CH3(CH2)11NH3

+Cl- are the 

most used cation surfactants. For non-ionic surfactants, the hydrophilic part is a non-ionic 

component. Sugar derivatives, polyols and ethylene oxide chains are common non-ionic 

surfactants. The properties of the hydrophilic group will be pH dependent when dealing 

with amphoteric surfactants. Other important ingredients in emulsion polymerization are: 

chain transfer agents, electrolytes and sequestering agents. Chain transfer agents, such as 

mercaptans, are used in emulsion polymerization to control the molar mass of the 

resulting polymer. The consumption of the mercaptan should be kept in balance with the 

consumption of the monomer. Electrolytes maybe added to control pH, which may lead 

to maintaining the efficiency of the initiator and it may also prevent the hydrolysis of the 

surfactant. Sequestering agents help maintain metal ions in solution.   
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2.12.1 Emulsion Polymerization a brief introduction. 

 The combination of water, monomer, surfactant, initiator and added elements may 

provide a stable emulsion. The inclusion of surfactant to the water or dispersing media 

leads to the generation of micelles, which are swollen by the monomer. The typical 

diameter of these clusters is in the range of 5-10 nm and the number density is in the 

order of 1017-1018 dm-3. The generation of these swollen particles is based on the premise 

that the concentration of the surfactant is above its critical micelle concentration or CMC. 

The monomer is present in large-size droplets or monomer reservoirs, with surfactant 

molecules adsorbed onto its surface. The typical diameter of the monomer droplets is 

within the range of 1-10μm and its number density on the order of 1012-1014dm-3. The 

addition of the initiator promotes the generation of radicals in aqueous solution. The 

radicals propagate in the aqueous phase and react with dissolved monomer molecules, 

leading to the formation of oligoradicals. This is considered the starting point of the 

particle nucleation. There exists certain controversy surrounding the mechanism of 

particle formation or particle nucleation. The three mayor theories related to particle 

formation are: micellar nucleation, homogeneous nucleation and droplet nucleation. 

 The micellar nucleation model was initially proposed by Harkin [120, 121],  and 

Smith and Ewart [122, 123]. This model proposes that initiator radicals in aqueous phase 

enter the monomer swollen micelles, in racial form or as oligoradicals, and initiate 

polymerization. The growth of the monomer swollen polymer particles is due to 

propagation reactions. Unreacted micelles will donate their monomer particles as well as 

their surfactants to the growing particles. The depletion of micelles in aqueous phase 

indicates the termination of the particle nucleation. In this theory the monomer droplets in 
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aqueous phase server “feed” the swelling particles via diffusion, until they are fully 

consumed. According to this model, the typical polymerization reaction rate can be 

divided into three different intervals. Interval I is related to the nucleation state or particle 

formation stage. This stage is characterized by the increase of the polymerization rate 

with time and also by the increase of the particle number. Particle nucleation stage ends 

with the disappearance of the micelles in the aqueous phase. Within interval II the 

reaction rate and the particle number is maintained constant [119]. The monomer droplets 

in the aqueous phase provide the growing particles with sufficient monomer to continue 

the saturation and propagation reaction.  

Interval III is related to the depletion of the monomer droplet in the aqueous phase 

[124], the disappearance of the monomer droplets leads to a decrease in the reaction rate. 

The particle number for interval III is considered to be constant also. There are specific 

cases where the polymerization rate presents an decrease-increase-decrease prolife. This 

profile is known as the Tromsdorff gel effect, and relates to the decrease in the 

termination rate between radicals inside the particles which is directly caused by an 

increase of interval viscosity [125].  

 

The rate of polymerization (RP) can be calculated with the equation 2.32:   

𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 = 𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃[𝑀𝑀]𝑃𝑃 �
𝑛𝑛𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃
𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴
�        Eq. 2.32 

Where kP is the propagation rate constant, [M]P is the monomer concentration in 

the particles, n the average number of free radicals per particle, NP the number of latex 

particles per unit volume and NA the Avogadro constant. Also the number-average degree 

of polymerization xn, can also be calculated from equation 2.33: 
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𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 = 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝[𝑀𝑀]𝑃𝑃 �
𝑛𝑛𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖
�         Eq. 2.33 

The above parameters used for equation 2.32, can also be substituted into 

equation 2.33, and also Ri is the rate of radical generation. Equation 2.32 and 2.33, prove 

that by increasing the number of polymer particles, NP, in the aqueous phase the molar 

mass and the reaction rate can be increased.  

The graphical representation of the three intervals can be clearly seen in figure 

2.17 

 

Figure 2.17 Description of the different intervals as a function of polymerization reaction 

rate vs monomer concentration in the aqueous phase [126]. 

 

Other research groups [127-129], presented an alternative theory know as 

homogeneous nucleation theory, which differs from the micelle nucleation theory in the 

premise that there are no particles present in the aqueous phase. Thermal decomposition 

of the initiator generates radicals in the aqueous phase. The radicals propagate and add 
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monomer units until the oligomers reached a critical chain length and become insoluble, 

thus precipitating the oligomer out of the solution. The precipitation of the oligomer 

causes a coil to globule transition of the hydrophobic chain, which is known as a primary 

particle. The particle becomes swollen by the monomer. This particle will also adsorb 

surfactant molecules thus providing stability in the aqueous phase. Final particle size as 

well as the profile of the particle size during the polymerization reaction depends on the 

amount of surfactant in the aqueous phase. Surfactant concentration will also condition 

the effectiveness of stabilizing and growth of the primary particles. 

 The droplet nucleation theory [130, 131], suggests that radicals in aqueous phase 

enter the monomer droplets as oligoradicals or single radicals and propagate to form 

particles. The adsorption of surfactant molecules to the surface of the growing particles, 

as well as the surface of the monomer droplets will provide the colloidal stability in the 

aqueous phase.  

 The controversy of which theory is correct still lingers within the colloidal 

community, but according to El-Aasser and Sudol [125] all three mechanisms operate 

simultaneously in the particle formation, although the specific contribution of each 

particle formation mechanism will depend on different factors; such as monomer 

solubility in the aqueous phase, surfactant concentration, and monomer droplet 

subdivision.    
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2.13 Stability in Colloidal Dispersions 

 The term “stable colloidal system” suggests that in an aqueous phase there are no 

signs of phase separation during an extended period of time. The stability of a system is 

characterized by the dispersity and the uniform distribution of the dispersed species in the 

medium [132]. Many systems remain stable through time, and are known to be in meta-

stable state. The meta-stable state suggests that the aggregation of particles is prevented 

by the potential barrier that is sufficiently high. The term “stability” may also be related 

to the inability of particles to aggregate. Surface properties may be a determining factor 

in the colloidal behavior of the particles in the aqueous phase. Surface grouping or 

aggregation may be determined by different factors such as: Surfactant grafting, initiator 

used and grafted or adsorbed polymeric species. Polymer emulsion stability maybe 

controlled by the addition of low molecular weight surfactants such as sodium dodecyl 

sulfate and sodium dialkyl sulfosuccinates. The use of solid particles to stabilize 

emulsions has also been explored [133, 134]. These emulsions are known as pickering 

emulsions. These solid particles can function as surfactants, and the solids are located at 

the liquid-liquid interface and develop strong lateral interactions [133]. Different groups 

have used this technique to stabilize emulsions, Colver and Bon [135], studied the 

stabilization effect via pickering in miniemulsion. This group used laponite as a stabilizer 

for an emulsion polymerization of styrene. According to their findings, this technique can 

be applied to a wide variety of hydrophobic monomers, such as lauryl (meth)acrylate, 

butyl (meth)acrylate, octyl acrylate. The emulsion polymerization lead to armored 

droplets, as can be seen in figure 2.18, which correspond to the attachment of clay 

platelets to the surface of the colloidal particle.  
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Figure 2.18 Idealized model of laponite coverage of styrene droplets in the emulsion. 

Actual cryo-TEM image of laponite/styrene droplets  [135]. 

 

Zhang et al. [136], used pickering emulsion polymerization reactions to 

synthesize poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) colloidal particles. Polyelectrolyte 

polymer brushes of poly[2-(dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate] (PDMAEMA) were 

attached on to the surface of clay platelets, and used as stabilizers in the polymerization 

reaction. According to this group, the modified clay platelets were located at the oil/water 

interface. The interfacial effect caused the PMMA brushes to grow on the surface of the 

modified clay. Cryo-TEM imaging revealed that the PMMA particles in the emulsion 

were not spherical, due to physical constrains of the clay platelets, as can be seen in 

figure 2.19.  
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Figure 2.19. Cryo-TEM image of PMMA/clay nanocomposite synthesized via pickering 

emulsion polymerization, as can be seen in the figure the PMMA particles are not 

spherical. At the top right hand corner is an idealized structure of the nanocomposites and 

the physical restrictions of the clay platelets [136].    

 

Guillot et al. [137], used natural nano size clay mineral particles, such as natural 

montmorillonite and laponite to evaluate the colloidal stability of a an oil-water system. 

This group also evaluated the surface interactions of the clay mineral particles and the 

colloidal particles. This group found that the addition of clay particles lead to stable 

dispersions and also helped the long term stabilization. The clay particles acted as a co-

surfactant. Emulsion droplets are absorbed onto the flat surface of the clay particles 

causing an elongation of the droplets, as can be seen in figure 2.20. This group also found 

that the size of the droplets was not influenced by the presence of the clay, thus there was 

no variation of the particle size in the colloidal system. 
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Figure 2.20 TEM image of polymerized particles of 2wt% montmorillonite-stabilized 

monolinolein/styrene emulsion [137]. 

 

Depending on the synthesis conditions of the emulsion, the latex droplets may be 

able to encapsulate clay platelets. This encapsulation effect was seen by Voorn et al. 

[138]. The emulsion polymerization of MMA was carried out in a surfactant free 

environment and at starved-feed conditions. The natural montmorillonite and laponite 

used in this study was organically modified to improve interactions with the polymer 

droplets. Characterization of cryo-TEM micrographs, suggest that the latex particles are 

in snowman-like conformation, and appear to be in dumbbell conformation. The authors 

suggest that the clay platelets were dispersed throughout the matrix, but exfoliation or 

delamination was not quantified. The same snowman and dumbbell morphology of the 
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polymer/clay particles was seen by Ianchis et al. [139]. This group studied the emulsion 

polymerization of polystyrene on the surface of organically modified montmorillonite 

platelets. The grafting of different monofunctional alkoxysilanes directly affects the 

particle size distribution of the emulsified polystyrene/clay particles. The particle size 

distribution is caused by the aggregation of modifed nanoclay platelets. The use of 

modified nanoclay platelets promotes a polyhedral conformation of polystyrene particles 

[140]. 

 Voorn et al. [141], also synthesized polymer/clay nanocomposites latex particles 

via inverse pickering emulsion. This group used nanoclay montmorillonite Cloisite ® 

20A as a stabilizing agent in the emulsion synthesis. The organic modification of the clay 

platelets improved their dispersion in the organic phase of the water-in-oil emulsion. As 

mentioned before the clay platelets are located at the surface of the latex particles [142]. 

A schematic representation of the polymerization process can be seen in figure 2.21. 

Stacking of the clay platelets was seen on the surface of the latex particles, thus 

suggesting that complete exfoliation of the clay platelets was not achieved in the 

emulsion polymerization. Dispersion results were later confirmed via XRD analysis of 

the nanocomposite films.  
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Figure 2.21. Proposed inversed emulsion polymerization mechanism of polymer/clay 

nanocomposites. Nanoclay platelets are used to stabilize the colloidal system. Clay 

platelets are distributed throughout the surface of the droplets [141].    

  
Negrete-Herrera et al. [143, 144], reported the exfoliation of laponite clay 

platelets via emulsion polymerization. This group analyzed the surface modification of 

the nanoclay via ion exchange with cationic initiator (AIBA) and the effect the modified 

might have on the grafting polymerization process of poly (styrene-co butyl acrylate). 

This group suggests that the first step in the polymerization process is achieved in the 

aqueous phase. After this step the oligomeric radicals attach to the surface of the 

modified laponite and grow by the addition of monomers dispersed in the aqueous phase. 

The maximum amount of stacking of the clay platelets was limited to three or four 

individual platelets. The authors also suggest that the size distribution and the 

morphology of the polymer/clay particles is a direct result of the amount of AIBA 

intercalated within the platelets.  

 Diaconu et al. [145], reported that the enhancement of the mechanical properties 

of polymer/clay nanocomposites obtained via emulsion polymerization. The increase in 

tensile strength and storage modulus was due to the exfoliation of clay platelets. This 
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group also indicated that the poor dispersion of the clay platelets in the matrix will 

decrease the elongation at break for the composites. The stacked platelets will act as 

stress concentrators and which contributes to the poor elongation properties [146]. This 

group also reported a low increase in the glass transition temperature for the 

nanocomposites (Tg) when clay platelets were exfoliated in the matrix. The addition of 

nanoclay to the polymer matrix also enhanced the thermal stability of the system.  
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Chapter 3: Transport properties in polyurethane/clay 
nanocomposites as barrier materials: Effect of 

processing conditions 
 

 
 
  
3.1 Abstract 

Polyurethane/clay nanocomposites were fabricated in solution and tested as gas 

barrier membranes. Natural montmorillonite was modified with various alkylammonium 

surfactants and incorporated into a polyurethane matrix. Permeation properties of the 

nanocomposites were studied as a function of processing methodology. Pre-processing 

clay samples with sonication instead of plain stirring led to significantly better barrier 

properties. Fitting the experimental permeabilities with phenomenological models, which 

predict the effective permeability of polymer systems filled with barrier flakes as a 

function of flake concentration, led to low values of calculated aspect ratios. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

 In the past decade, polymer/clay nanocomposites have drawn considerable 

interest because of their enhanced properties, including flame resistance [1, 2], 

mechanical properties [3, 4], gas barrier properties [5-8], thermal stability [9] and 

biodegradability [10, 11], when compared to pristine polymers. Polymer/clay 

nanocomposites have been used in various consumer products and in the construction and 

transportation industry [12-14], with specific impact on technologies such as barrier layer 

materials, drink packaging applications, bottle applications, protective coatings, and 

adhesive molding compounds [15, 16]. Clay particles have been added to different 
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polymers including multilayered PET, epoxy composites [15], and 

polystyrene/polyethylene [17]. Polyurethane/nanoclay systems have also attracted 

attention for their barrier-like properties [18]. Polyurethanes are inherently versatile and 

can be processed into a wide variety of products such as fibers, foams, adhesives and 

coatings. The addition of clay particles into these systems allows for enhanced control of 

their physical properties. Polyurethanes are considered linear block co-polymers of the 

(AB)n type. The nature of a microphase separation, which is due to a difference in 

polarity and the thermodynamic incompatibility of the two phases [19], allows these 

polymers to be subdivided into a “soft” and “hard” phase. The soft segment is generally 

composed of long flexible polyester or polyether units and provides the elastomeric 

properties of the polymer. The hard phase or second block of the copolymer is based on 

isocyanates and triol or diol chain extenders. The hard phase is in an amorphous glassy 

state or in a crystalline state with hydrogen bonding within the hard segments, and will 

acts as a physical crosslink. The alternating blocks and the variety of monomers used to 

synthesize the copolymer structure permits tailoring the properties of these thermoplastic 

polyurethanes [20, 21]. Chen-Yang, et al. [22], proposed the use of polyurethane 

nanocomposites as thermal an anticorrosive films. The use of these composites has also 

extended to the coating [23] and adhesive area [18]. The use of coatings with barrier 

properties has been proposed to reduce volatile organic compounds emissions in 

structural insulated panels [24]. 

In this study we investigate the effect of processing on the gas barrier properties of 

polyurethane/clay nanocomposite systems. In particular we compare the effects of clay 

platelet sonication versus plain stirring during processing. We also examine the role of 
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various alkyl ammonium surface groups present in the montmorillonite clays in the 

dispersion of clay layers in the polyurethane. 

 

3.3 Experimental   

3.3.1 Materials 

 Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. 

The grade purchased was high purity liquid chromatography and inhibitor free. THF was 

used as a solvent in the casting of the polyurethane/clay membranes. The thermoplastic 

polyurethane used in this study was polyether-based TPU Estane® 58315 supplied by 

Estane®, a unit of Noveon Inc. The commercially available nanoclays were purchased 

from Southern Clay Products. For nomenclature purposes the different Cloisite® series 

will be referred as C10A, C20A and C30B as indicated in Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1 Nomenclature for thermoplastic polyurethane/nanoclay composite. 

Commercial Name Cloisite ® 10A Cloisite ® 20A Cloisite ® 30B 

Denomination for this chapter C10A C20A C30B 

 

The specifications of the nanoclays used in this study are presented in Table 3.2. The 

average concentration of the tallow (T) and/or hydrogenated tallow (HT) groups was as 

follows: ~65% C18; ~30% C16: ~5% C14, where the number following C refers to the 

number of carbon atoms in the tallow group.  
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Table 3.2. Nanoclay specifications as provided by Southern Clay Products. 

Denomination  Chemical Structure Specifications 

Cloisite ® 10A 

 

Dimethyl benzyl 
hydrogenated-
tallow ammonium 
montmorillonite 

125 MER, Organic 
Content = 39.6%, d001 
spacing = 19.2 Å, ρ = 
1.9 g/cc 

Cloisite ® 20A 

 

Dimethyl 
bis(hydrogenated-
tallow) ammonium 
montmorillonite 

95 MER, Organic 
Content = 39.6%, d001 
spacing = 24.2 Å, ρ = 
1.77 g/cc 

Cloisite ® 30B 

 

Bis(2-hydroxy-
ethyl)methyl tallow 
ammonium 
montmorillonite 

90 MER, Organic 
Content = 31.5%, d001 
spacing = 18.5 Å, ρ = 
1.98 g/cc 

 
 

3.3.2 Membrane Preparation 

All clay samples were dried for a period of 24 hours at 100°C and kept in a 

desiccator. Membranes composed from the polyether based thermoplastic polyurethane 

and the different nanoclays, were prepared as follows. In the first stage, the nanoclay was 

mixed in 5 ml of THF in a 20 ml flask, the composition of the nanoclay in THF was 

varied from 1 wt % to 5 wt %. The solution was mixed for 8 hours. The second stage 

involved the addition of 0.22 g of the polymer to the clay/THF solution. The 

polymer/clay solution was mixed for 8 hours, and then cast on to a nonstick circular 

Teflon pan with a diameter of 5 cm. Immediately after casting, a flat glass plate was 

placed over the pan to decrease the rate of evaporation. A controlled evaporation rate 

allowed the reduction of solvent concentration within the film and prevented the 
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formation of bubbles within the membrane, and curling of the film. The solution was 

allowed to dry for 1 day. Once dry the polymer/clay membranes were removed from the 

pan and placed in a vacuum oven at 80 °C for 24 hours.  

The preparation for the sonicated membranes was similar to that for the stirred 

membranes, with the exception that in the first step the THF solution containing the 

nanoclay was set in a sonication bath at 25 °C for a period of 30 minutes. The sonication 

bath used was VWR model 50HT. After sonication was completed, a pre-determined 

amount of the polyurethane was added to the flask and stirred for 8 hours. The casting 

and annealing of the membranes remained the same as for the preparation of the stirred 

samples. The average thickness of the membranes was 91 μm ± 10μm. 

 

3.4 Characterization 

Gas permeabilities in the pure polyurethane, stirred polyurethane/clay and 

sonicated polyurethane/clay membranes were measured in a constant volume-variable 

pressure system. The membranes are placed in a stainless steel cell with volumetric 

chambers on each side. The upstream side of the membrane is set at 25 °C and 4 atm with 

the penetrating gas specie. The downstream side is initially evacuated to P < 0.001 atm. 

The variation in downstream pressure is monitored in real time and is analyzed only after 

steady state is achieved [25]. The steady-state behavior allows for time-lag method 

analysis. All gases employed (He, O2, N2, and CH4) were ultra-high purity (minimum 

purity 99.999%) and were obtained from Airgas, Inc.. X-Ray diffractometry, XRD, was 

used to determine the interspacial distance within the clay platelets. The system was a 

Sintag XDS 2000 powder diffractometer using Ni filtered Cu KαX-ray radiation 
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(λ=1.54Å) at voltage of 45KV, 40mA current, and filament current of 3.30A. The 

scanning rate for the low angle samples was done at 0.25°/min over a range of 2θ = 1-

10°. For the wide angle samples, the scanning rate was 1°/min over a range of 2θ = 10-

90°. The XRD measurements were conducted on the membrane samples, while the clay 

was analyzed in the powder form. Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) was 

performed on a Rheometric Scientific DMTA IV with a ramp rate of 2°C/min and a 

frequency of 1 Hz. Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images were obtained with 

the use of FEI Titan 300, Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope, equipped with a 

field-emission electron gun, with variable accelerating voltages from 80 kV to 300 kV. 

 

3.5 Results and Discussion 

3.5.1 X-Ray Analysis and TEM 

 The X-ray diffractograms for the polyurethane/clay nanocomposite for the C10A 

sonicated series and the pristine organically modified clay can be seen in Figure 3.1. Pure 

C10A displays a peak at 2θ = 4.7°, which corresponds to the d001 basal spacing of 18.8 Å. 

The C10A nanocomposites have d001 basal spacing values within the region of 2θ = 2.4-

2.6. The shift to lower values indicates an expansion of the basal spacing, which suggests 

a penetration of the polymer chains within the gallery space. In case of the stirred 

samples containing the highest concentration of clay, 5% wt., the calculated interspatial 

distance was 35.9 Å. This corresponds to a 91% increase in the basal spacing of the 

nanocomposite compared to the pristine clay. The maximum value of the basal spacing in 

the sonicated samples was 35.3 Å. Both stirred and sonicated samples show a weak peak 

in the range of 2θ = 5.14 to 5.18. This d002 spacing corresponds to an interfacial distance 
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of approximately 17 Å. The indexing of samples in the 2θ region, confirms the presence 

of polymer intercalated structures in the C10A series.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. XRD diffractograms for C10A sonicated nanocomponent series. 

 

Figure 3.2 and 3.3 are the corresponding diffractograms for the C20A and C30B 

nanocomposite series. C20A series, presented the lowest increase of the d001 basal 

spacing. The small increase can be explained by the presence of two tallow groups within 

the organic modifier used in this nanoclay, which shield the surface of the silicate 

platelets [26-28] and prevent the polymer species from penetrating the gallery space [29, 

30]. The XRD diffractograms of the C30B series provided similar results to those of the 

C10A series. The maximum observed increase in the d001 basal spacing in the C30B 

series was 94%. Both C10A and C30B clays have only one tallow group present in the 

alkylammonium organic modifier. The large expansion of the gallery space for the C30B 
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series can be attributed to hydrogen bonding between the two hydroxyethyl groups 

present in the organic modifier and the polar section of the polyurethane [3]. These 

results suggest that the polymer indeed intercalates the clay structure. However, because 

the structural registry is retained, the clays do not appear to be fully exfoliated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2. XRD diffractogram for C20A sonicated nanocomponent series 
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Figure 3.3. XRD diffractogram for C30B sonicated nanocomponent series. 
 

The morphology of the polymer nanocomposites was observed by TEM images. 

Montmorillonite platelets have a higher electron density than the polyurethane, thus 

generating a higher resistance to electron transmission.  This effect is seen with the TEM 

images as darker shapes. The TEM image in Figure 3.4 of the sonicated C30B 

polyurethane/clay nanocomposite suggests that the separation distance between the clay 

layers is on the order of 40 Å ± 20 Å, which is consistent with the XRD measurements. 

Comparing the TEM images corresponding to C30B series at 17% wt. (Figures 3.5 and 

3.6) indicates that the samples processed by sonication generated a higher dispersion of 

the nanocomposite than the plain stirred samples [31].  
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Figure 3.4. Transmission electron micrographs of the cross-section of 17 wt%., C30B 
sonicated. 
 

 
 
3.5. Transmission electron micrographs of the cross-section of 17 wt%., C30B stirred.  
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3.6. Transmission electron micrographs of the cross-section of 17 wt%., C30B sonicated. 

 

TEM images also allowed for comparison between clay species, the micrographs 

for the sonicated C10A and the sonicated C20A at 28% wt., are seen in Figures 3.7 and 

3.8.  These TEM images confirm that the C10A series provides a better dispersion that 

the C20A series, which may suggest that the nanocomposites containing a one tail 

organic modifier disperses better than its counterpart C20A, containing a two tail organic 

modifier. The images related to the C20A nanocomposite series also indicate that this 

series contained the highest number of agglomerated clay layers and the highest stacking 

of the clay platelets. TEM images for all the nanocomposites indicated that the silicate 

platelets seen were arranged randomly throughout the barrier membrane. The aspect ratio 

of the clay layers appears to be greater than 100. 
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Figure 3.7. Transmission electron micrographs of the cross-section of 28 wt%., C10A 

sonicated. 

 

Figure 3.8. Transmission electron micrographs of the cross-section of 28 wt%., C20A 

sonicated. 
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3.5.2 DMTA Analysis 

 The dissipation factor (tan δ) is the ratio of the loss modulus and the stored 

modulus, and reflects the glass transition temperature Tg, when maximum. Table 3.3 

summarizes the Tg values of the C10A, C20A and C30B stirred and sonicated 

nanocomposites as well as the pristine polymer.  

 
Table 3.3 Measured Tg for stirred and sonicated polymer clay nanocomposites  
 

  Tg (°C) 
Estane ® 58315  -44 

 wt% Stirred Sonicated 
C10A    

 1 -31.5 -29.9 
 2 -27.5 -26.8 
 3 -24.7 -22 
 5 -22.3 -18 

C20A    
 1 -26.9 -26.5 
 2 -27 -26.3 
 3 -25 -20.9 
 5 -23 -23.3 

C30B    
 1 -37.1 -28.1 
 2 -24.6 -25.9 
 3 -23 -23.2 
 5 -18.6 -19 

 
 

This Tg corresponds to the micro-phase separated polyether segments in the polyurethane 

copolymer. The Tg increases with the addition of the clay in all the clay series as would 

be consistent with well-dispersed fillers with good interfacial contact [32]. For the C10A 

series, the Tg of the sonicated samples shifts to much higher temperatures compared to 

the stirred samples. This effect can be attributed to the processing method, which appears 

to generate a higher dispersion of the silicate platelets in the matrix [33]. The higher 
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surface area for the sonicated C10A series introduces a greater number of hydrogen 

bonding sites between the –OH groups, present on the silicate surface and the ether 

groups in the soft segment, as well as the isocyante groups in the hard phase of the 

polyurethane [34, 35]. Thus anchored, the clay platelets increase the glass transition 

temperature of the soft-phase by restricting segmental chain motion [36, 37], and 

generating an interphase region [38]. These restriction effects may also be responsible for 

broadening the tan δ peak, and the decrease in intensity of this peak [23], as well as the 

reduction of the damping capacity [31, 32, 39]. The small increase in Tg, for both 

sonicated and stirred C20A series, suggest a low degree of interaction between the 

polymer chains and the surface of the silicate platelets. Again, this effect may be related 

to the lower degree of exfoliation in this particular clay series, which can be attributed to 

the steric hindrance of the two tallow chains present in the alkylammonium organic 

modifier. These groups compete with the hard phase of the polyurethane, in interactions 

with the -OH species on the silicate surface [3, 40]. The changes in Tg in the C30 series 

at a given clay concentration are also insensitive to the processing method, although a 

significant increase in Tg is observed at 5 wt% C30A. 
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3.5.3 Permeation Data 

3.5.3.1 Effect of Processing 

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 compare the N2 and CH4 permeabilities in sonicated and 

stirred nanocomposites at 28% wt of clay. Clearly the addition of clay particles to a 

polymer matrix decreases the N2 and CH4 permeation when compared to that of the 

pristine polyurethane. The extent of this decrease is much higher when the clays are 

sonicated before being incorporated into the polyurethane matrix. For example, 

sonication in the C30B series decreased N2 permeation by as much as 60% when 

compared with the stirred samples. While sonication does not affect the structure of the 

clay (as evidenced by the same basal spacing for sonicated and stirred samples), the 

permeation data coupled with the DMTA results, suggests that sonication may enhance 

dispersion. Intuitively, the permeation results do in fact imply that well dispersed clay 

particles create a more tortuous path for the penetrating gas molecules.  Figures 3.6 and 

3.7 also suggest that all the nanoclay series analyzed in this study are susceptible to the 

effect of processing via sonication. Statistical analysis of the permeation data indicates 

that the samples treated via sonication and plain stirring provide an error of less than 1%.  
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of O2 permeation in nanocomposites, Sonication vs Stirrng 

Cloisite ® series with 28 wt%. 
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Figure 3.10 Comparison of CH4 permeation in nanocomposites, Sonication vs Stirring 

Cloisite ® series with 28 wt%. 

 

3.5.3.2 Effect of Clay Type 

The CH4 permeability data for the various nanocomposite clays are compared in 

Figure 3.11. These results indicate that the polymer/nanoclay composites using the C20A 

nanoclay series provided the poorest barrier properties compared to C10A and C30A clay 

nanocomposites. The poor performance of this series can be attributed to the increased 

difficulty of the polyurethane to penetrate the gallery space of the organically modified 

clay and thus preventing the generation of a more intercalated matrix. As expected, this 

clay series had the lowest d001 spacing as shown in Table 3.2. When comparing the He 
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that in some cases the C10A series provided the best barrier properties per wt. % of clay. 

Gas permeation in the C10A nanocomposites dropped with the addition of the clay even 

without sonication, although sonication of the C10A clay particles decreased the 

permeation even further. Permeation results for the C30B indicated that these 

nanocomposites provided the best barrier properties when the clays were sonicated. At 

the highest clay concentration, 50% wt, the C30B nanocomposites have the lowest 

permeability.  

 

Figure 3.11 Comparison of CH4 permeation in cancomposites fabricated by sonicating 

the clays of all Cloisite ® series samples. 
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Figure 3.12 Comparison of He permeation in cancomposites fabricated by sonicating the 

clays of all Cloisite ® series samples. 

 

3.5.3.3 Permeation Model 

Numerous models have been proposed to predict the effective permeability 

through nanocomposite membranes [6, 41-44]. Nielsen’s model [45], introduced the 

basic concept of tortuosity factor to predict the effective permeability as a function of the 

volume fraction for clay/polymer systems. This model is based on the idea the aligned 

impermeable flakes, acting as barriers increase the tortuosity of the diffusion path and 

decrease gas permeation through the polymer membrane. Lan et al. [46], used Nielsen’s 

equation in order to calculate the aspect ratio of polyimide/clay nanocomposites. 
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Nielsen’s equation can be modified using Cussler’s [41] definitions of aspect ratio α, and 

volume fraction φ , thus rendering equation 3.1: 

φα
φ







+

−
=

2
1

1

0P
P         Eq. 3.1 

where, P and P0 are the permeability of the composite film and that of the pristine 

polymer, respectively, φ  is the volume fraction of the filler and α is the aspect ratio, 

defined as the ratio of the width-to-thickness of the impermeable flakes. The volume 

fraction of the flakes in the polymer matrix can be calculated using the equation 3.2 

proposed by Chen et al. [47]: 
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1         Eq. 3.2 

where φ, is the volume fraction, ρC and ρp are the density of the nanoclay and the 

polymer, and Mc is the mass fraction. A calculated aspect ratio was obtained by fitting the 

permeation data obtained experimentally to Nielsen’s model as seen in Figures 3.13 

through 3.15. This theoretical model explains the consistent decrease in steady-state 

permeability with increasing nanoclay concentration. The trend is seen in all the 

nanocomposite membranes. The fitted aspect ratio for all the clay series falls somewhere 

between 10 and 40, which is much lower than the estimated aspect ratio reported in 

previous studies on montmorillonite clay particles [46, 48-50], and lower than the aspect 

ratio seen in the TEM micrographs, which appear to be greater than 100.  
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Figure 3.13 He and O2 permeability in nanocomposites C10A prepared by sonication and 

stirring, ♦ He Stirred Samples, ◊ O2 Stirred Samples, ■ He Sonicated Samples, □ O2 

Sonicated Samples ****** Nielsen α = 100, ----- Cussler α = 100. 

 

 In addition to Nielsen’s model, the data for the polyurethane/clay nanocomposites 

was fitted to Cussler’s model [41-44]. This model is a mathematical model for gaseous 

diffusion in polymer membranes containing impermeable flakes, based on the 

idealization of geometries that include pores, slits and random shaped flakes. The 

equation 3.3, derived by Cussler is: 
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When the experimental permeabilities of the clay nanocomposites were fitted to Cussler’s 

model, the calculated aspect ratio was not within the observed range of lengths 

corresponding to montmorillonite platelets, and provided ever smaller values (<1) than 

Nielsen’s model. Although none of the theoretical curves predicted by Nielsen’s model 

exactly fit the experimental data, there is nevertheless, a clear trend when comparing the 

three different nanocomposite clay series. In the C30B series, Figure 3.14 indicates that 

sonication provides the highest increase in the calculated aspect ratio, when fitted by the 

Nielsen’s equation. For example, sonicated C30B clay nanocomposites demonstrated an 

increase of 54 % in calculated aspect ratio for O2 as well as 40% increase for He, at the 

highest concentration of clay 50% wt. when compared to plain stirred samples. The C30B 

sonicated series provided an average increase in aspect ratio for all the gases of 67% due 

to sonication, which is superior to the 34% of the C10A series and the 49% of the C20A 

series. Nanocomposites employing the C20A clays demonstrated the lowest calculated 

aspect ratio of the three clay series, as seen in Figure 3.15. This can be attributed to the 

low dispersion of the C20A nanoclay platelets, as well as low expansion and/or 

exfoliation of the silicate platelets [51]. 
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Figure 3.14 He and O2 permeability in nanocomposites C20A prepared by sonication and 

stirring♦ He Stirred Samples, ◊ O2 Stirred Samples, ■ He Sonicated Samples, □ O2 

Sonicated Samples, ****** Nielsen α = 100, ----- Cussler α = 100. 

 

 In general, clay structures in the sonicated nanocomposites provided much more 

tortuous diffusion pathways for the penetrating molecule then those in stirred 

nanocomposites. These results suggest that while the aspect ratio is an important variable 

in the design of barrier materials, the actual dispersion of the clay layers is critical if the 

clay is to act as a barrier. Because the phenomenological models employed in the 

permeation analysis implicitly considered the flakes to be perfectly randomly dispersed, 

the data fit was poor and the calculated aspect ratios were too small.  These models may 

indeed be valid at low concentrations, but fail at high clay loadings.  
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Figure 3.15 He and O2 permeability in nanocomposites C30B prepared by sonication and 

stirring♦ He Stirred Samples, ◊ O2 Stirred Samples, ■ He Sonicated Samples, □ O2 

Sonicated Samples, ****** Nielsen α = 100, ----- Cussler α = 100. 

 

3.6 Conclusions 

 
Polyurethane/clay nanocomposite films were evaluated as potential barrier 

membranes to gas permeation. The montmorrilonite clay was intercalated with different 

alkylammonium ion surfactants before being introduced into the polymer matrix. The 

XRD results suggest that the polymer achieved a better penetration within the gallery 
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d001, indicated that sonication does not alter the physical structure of the silica platelets, 

nor does it produce a completely exfoliated matrix.  

On the other hand, permeation was highly sensitive to the pre-processing method.  

Membranes with sonicated particles in the polymer matrix had significantly lower 

permeation than membranes with stirred clay particles. This improvement in barrier 

properties was attributed to a better dispersion of the sonicated clays in the polymer 

matrix. Analysis of the permeation data with barrier models, which implicitly consider 

the flakes to be perfectly randomly dispersed, led to a poor fit and calculated aspect ratios 

that were too small. 
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Chapter 4 

Polymer/clay nanocomposites as VOC Barrier 
Materials and Coatings 

 
 

 
4.1 Abstract 

Polyurethane/clay nanocomposites barrier membranes were fabricated by two 

processing methods involving stirring and sonication of the clay particles. The 

concentration of Cloisite ® 30B in the nanocomposite was varied from 0 to 50 wt%. 

Characterization of membrane transport properties was achieved via a gravimetric 

sorption method. Material-phase diffusivity coefficients (D) decreased with increasing 

Cloisite ® concentration, while changes in the material/VOC partition coefficients (K) 

depended on the molecular interactions of the VOCs with the membrane material.  

 

4.2 Introduction 

New building materials such as structural insulating panels or SIPS have helped 

revolutionize the construction industry, providing improved durability, quality, high 

energy efficiency and affordability of housing. SIPS also make good environmental sense 

limiting job site waste, reducing landfill use and helping to preserve old-growth forests 

by using fast-growth farmed trees [1]. However SIP’s ratio of cost/advantages may 

present certain drawbacks in other areas. Due to the manufacturing process, two outer 

layers and the inner core of the SIP’s may contain volatile organic compounds, VOCs, 

such as pentene, toluene, formaldehyde, hexanal and styrene [1, 2]. New houses utilizing 

SIPs have odor thresholds for hexanal and other aldehydes that often exceed safe limits 

and may remain elevated for months after construction [2, 3]. The presence of VOCs in 
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indoor air and the combined effect of tight envelope buildings prevents proper 

ventilation, thus, leading to degradation of indoor air quality [4]. Polymer/clay 

nanocomposites have been known to improve gas barrier properties [5-8], mechanical [9, 

10] and thermal properties [11], biodegradability [12, 13], and enhance flame retardancy 

[14, 15]. The addition of clay nanocomposites to pristine polymers has helped improve 

physical properties of polymers, as was seen by the Toyota group [16-18]. We propose 

that the addition of clay particles to SIPs, particularly near the surface, can help reduce 

VOC emissions. In order to enhance these overall properties and generate improved gas 

barriers, dispersion and/or exfoliation of the individual silicate platelets must be achieved 

within the polymer matrix. Proper selection of the polymer/clay matrix is also necessary 

to improve the synergy between the species. The objective of this study is to develop and 

test nanocomposite barrier materials that substantially reduce volatile emissions to indoor 

air. This is achieved by evaluating the transport properties of polyurethane/clay 

nanocomposite membranes as a function of clay content.    

 

4.3 Materials 

 Decane, toluene and butanol were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and were used 

as received. The thermoplastic polyurethane used in this study was polyether-based TPU 

Estane® 58315 supplied by Estane®, unit of Noveon Inc. The commercially available 

nanoclays were purchased from Southern Clay Products. Cloisite ® 30B was used as the 

nanoclay for this study. This nanoclay was modified via ion-exchange with a quaternary 

ammomium salt that contains two hydroxyethyl groups, a methyl group and tallow group. 

According to the manufacturer the average concentration of the tallow (T) is as follows: 
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~65% C18; ~30% C16: ~5% C14, where the number following C refers to the number of 

carbon atoms in the tallow group. The fabrication of the barrier membranes can be found 

in a previous publication [19]. High resolution dynamic microbalance, 0.1-0.5 μg, model 

D200-02 Cahn equipped with a PC-based data acquisition system was used to measure 

and record changes in polyurethane/clay nanocomposite sample weight during 

sorption/desorption cycles. Temperature within the microbalance enclosure was 

maintained at 25.7 ± 0.3 °C using a Fisher Scientific Isotemp model 1038D temperature 

circulator connected to a heat exchanger in the enclosure. Temperature within the sample 

chamber was monitored with an Omega RTD model 2Pt100G3050, temperature 

transducer. For sorption testing, VOC’s were supplied to the microbalance at constant 

temperature with a diffusion cell VICI Metrometrics, Inc, Dynacalibrator Model 190. Air 

flow rate was controlled with mass flow controllers Tylan-General MFC model FC-280S. 

Rectangular shaped barrier membranes of 3.81 cm x 2.54 cm were initially dried in a 

vacuum oven at 100 °C for 24 hours before being used in the microbalance.  Calculation 

procedures of diffusivity coefficient, and partition coefficient can be found elsewhere 

[20]. 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Diffusivity Coefficient 

The method for calculating diffusion coefficient D, of a liquid in a membrane was 

based on Fickian diffusion in a slab [21]. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 depict the experimental data 

as well as the predicted model profile obtained from Crank’s [21] time-dependent 

equation seen in equation 4.1.  

𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡
𝑀𝑀∞

= 1 − 8
𝜋𝜋2 ∑

1
(2𝑛𝑛−1)2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �

−𝐷𝐷(2𝑛𝑛−1)2𝜋𝜋2𝑡𝑡
𝑙𝑙2 �𝑛𝑛=∞

𝑛𝑛=0    Eq.4.1 

The profile seen in Figure 4.1 shows the sorption-desorption cycle for a barrier 

membrane containing 50 wt% of Cloisite ® 30B. Figure 4.2 shows the approximation of 

Crank’s equation to the experimental data and suggests that increasing the clay content 

within the polymer matrix will increase the sorption equilibrium time.  

 

Figure 4.1 1. Fitting of toluene transient sorption/desorption data to diffusion model of 

sonicated 50% wt Cloisite 30B. (◊) Desorption, (�) Sorption data, ─ Model 
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Figure 4.2. Transient mass loss of (□) 17% wt Cloisite 30B, (∆)29% wt Cloisite 30B, 

(◊)38% wt Cloisite 30B, ─ Model, of polyurethane/clay nanocomposite during desorption 

of toluene. 

 

Due to the symmetry of the profiles the data suggests that the sorption-desorption 

process for all the VOC’s is reversible and that D is independent of concentration. The 

diffusivity, D, for the VOC’s in the nanocomposites as a function of clay content and 

processing conditions are summarized in Table 4.1. N-decane demonstrates the lowest 

diffusivity coefficient at all clay concentrations analyzed, while toluene has the highest 

value of D. This is consistent with the work of Ghosal and Freeman et al. [22], who 

demonstrate that the diffusion coefficients tend to increase with decreasing size of the 

penetrant VOC molecule.  
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Table 4.1. Values of diffusivity coefficient (D) for different wt% of Cloisite ® 30B series 

sorption. 

 
Diffusivity Coefficient (m2/s) 

wt % Clay Toluene Decane Butanol 
 Stirred Sonicated Stirred Sonicated Stirred Sonicated 
0 7.2 E-13 7.2 E-13 4.7 E-13 4.7 E-13 5.2 E-13 5.2 E-13 
10 6.1 E-13 5.6 E-13 4.4 E-13 4.3 E-13 4.9 E-13 3.8 E-13 
17 4.9 E-13 4.6 E-13 4.2 E-13 3.2 E-13 3.2 E-13 2.1 E-13 
29 3.7 E-13 3.6 E-13 3.1 E-13 2.4 E-13 2.4 E-13 1.1 E-13 
38 3.5 E-13 2.5 E-13 2.5 E-13 2.0 E-13 2.0 E-13 9.7 E-14 
50 1.9 E-13 9.2 E-14 1.4 E-13 1.5 E-13 1.1 E-13 6.3 E-14 

 
 

Table 4.1 also shows that increasing the nanoclay content within the polymer 

matrix leads to a decrease in the diffusivity for all the VOC’s. Barrier membranes 

containing up to 50% wt. of nanoclay demonstrate a decrease in diffusivity coefficient of 

87% for toluene, and butanol compared to the neat polymer. The nature of this 

progressive decrease can be seen in Figure 4.3 in the case of toluene. The decline in the 

diffusivity is also relatively high for decane, which had a maximum decrease of 70% at 

50 wt% concentration of Cloisite ® 30B in the polyurethane compared to the neat 

polymer. The overall decrease in the diffusivity coefficient for the VOCs in 

nanocomposite films with increasing clay content may be attributed to enhanced 

tortuosity of the diffusion path in the matrix [23-25]. There also may be the possibility of 

enhanced restricted segmental motion of the polymer chains within the clay gallery space 

and at the interface with the clay layers [26, 27].  
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of Toluene diffusivity coefficient in nanocomposites, Sonication 

vs Stirring Cloisite ® 30B. 

 

The processing effect of sonication is also demonstrated in Figure 4.3 and also in 

Table 4.1. The data suggests that sonication leads to a greater decrease in diffusivity 

coefficient when compared to samples only treated with stirring. This result may reflect a 

higher dispersion of clay layers achieved by sonication. This effect would further support 

the claim that the use of nanoclays in the polymer matrix generates more tortuous 

pathways for the penetrating VOC molecules [23-25].  
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4.4.2 Partition Coefficient 

The sorption equilibrium, described by the partition coefficient, K, was obtained 

for toluene, decane and butanol as a function of clay content in the nanocomposites. This 

data is shown in Table 4.2. Toluene has the lowest K value in the series, while butanol 

has the highest. The partition coefficient for toluene decreases with increasing clay 

content, with the highest concentration of clay at 50 wt% decreasing the partition 

coefficient by 20% compared to the pristine polymer film.  

 

Table 2. Values of partition coefficient (K) for different wt% of Cloisite ® 30B series 

sorption. 

Partition Coefficient (K) 
wt % Clay Toluene Decane Butanol 

 Stirred Sonicated Stirred Sonicated Stirred Sonicated 
0 1808 1808 3871 3871 4358 4358 
10 1781 1712 4331 4727 4450 4022 
17 1748 1687 4747 4271 4180 4106 
29 1571 1602 4570 4314 4607 4160 
38 1493 1550 4901 4014 4309 4218 
50 1268 1460 4832 5137 3921 4127 

 
 

By contrast, the partition coefficient of decane increases with clay content, while 

that of butanol does not show any clear trends. Furthermore, the effect of processing, i.e. 

sonication vs. stirring does not influence the partition coefficient to a significant degree. 

These results can be attributed to differences in molecular interactions between the VOCs 

and the polymer matrix [28]. Chemical and surface modifications were made to the clay 

in order to improve the synergy of the natural montmorillonite with different polymers. 

The Na+ group attached to the natural montmorillonite was substituted via ion exchange 
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with an alkyl ammonium group, which renders a more hydrophobic surface and improves 

compatibility with the polyether based polyurethane. For example, the inverse 

relationship between the wt% of the clay in the matrix and the sorption values for toluene 

suggests that there is a repulsive interaction of toluene with the clay surface. As 

documented in Table 4.3, toluene is slightly polar, while the modified nanoclay surface is 

non-polar, thus prompting a decrease in K with increasing clay content. The opposite 

trend is seen with n-decane, whose K values increase with increasing clay concentration 

in the matrix. This suggests that there is an affinity between non-polar n-decane and the 

hydrogenated tallow tail of the alkyl ammonium group present on the nanoclay surface. 

As documented in Table 4.3, 1-butanol is highly polar and hence one would expect 

repulsive interactions between 1-butanol and the non-polar alkyl ammonium group. 

However, the data can more likely be explained by competing repulsive and attractive 

interactions, the latter arising from the interaction of the non-polar butane component 

with the alkyl group on the clay surface. In summary, the value of the partition 

coefficient is dominated by thermodynamic interactions and not by the morphology of the 

nanocomposite. This also helps explain why pre-manufacturing conditions, such as 

sonication, do not affect the value of K. 
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Table 4.3 Solubility parameters of the VOCs used in this study. The units of δ are 

(MPa)1/2 [29]. The molar volume is expressed in cm3/mol, and density g/ml. 

 
VOC δd 

Dispersion 
δp 

Polarity 
δh 

Hydrogen 
Bonding 

δs 
Solvent 

 Molar 
Volume 

Density   

Toluene 18.0 1.4 2.0 18.1  106.8 0.86   
1-Butanol 16.0 5.7 15.8 15.7  91.5 0.81   
n-Decane 15.7 0 0 23.2  195.9 0.73   

 

4.4.3. Nanocomposites/Solvent Interaction Parameter 

To better understand the polymer-VOC interaction, we have used the sorption 

data to calculate the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, χ, of the system [28, 29]. This 

parameter estimates the interaction energy between the penetrant VOC species and the 

polymer segments [30]. The interaction parameter can be calculated from Equation 4.2: 

ln𝑎𝑎 = ln φ + (1 − φ) + 𝑒𝑒(1 − φ)2       Eq. 4.2 

Where a is the activity of the penetrant vapor phase, φ the penetrant volume 

fraction and χ the polymer-penetrant interaction parameter. The activity coefficient for all 

the VOCs was determined from the experimental conditions by the ratio of the VOC 

partial pressure and the saturation vapor pressure. For the purpose of this study the 

specific activity of the organic vapor was maintained constant at P = 1 atm. The volume 

fraction of the penetrant VOC target molecule was determined with Equation 4.3: 

 

φ =
𝐶𝐶� 𝑉𝑉1

22,414�

1+𝐶𝐶� 𝑉𝑉1
22,414�

       Eq. 4.3 
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Where V is the molar volume of the penetrant VOC and C is the measured 

concentration of the penetrant in the polymer (ratio of cm3 of penetrant sorbed per cm3 of 

polymer) at P = 1 atm. As can be seen in Figure 4.4, with increasing clay concentration 

the interaction parameter of n-decane decreases, from 2.5 for the pristine polyurethane to 

2.27 in samples having the highest clay concentration of 50 wt%.  

 

Figure 4.4 Polymer/clay-VOC interaction parameter at different clay volume fraction for 

decane at 25 °C. 

 

Table 4.4 summarizes the χ interaction parameters for toluene, n-decane and 1-

butanol as a function of the wt% clay in the nancomposite. In the case of toluene, the 

interaction parameter, χ, is negative, suggesting high solubility in the neat polymer 

matrix. However, the miscibility of toluene in the system decreases with the addition of 
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clay particles modified with a hydrophobic surfactant. The opposite trend is seen with n-

decane, whose interaction parameter decreases with wt% clay, reflecting more favorable 

molecular interactions. Finally, the χ for 1-butanol does not follow a distinct trend.  

 
 
 
Table 4.4 Experimental interaction parameter χ, for sonicated polyurethane/clay 

nancomposite sonicated series 

 
Wt % Clay χn-decane χtoluene χ1-butanol 

0 2.51 -0.59 0.032 
10 2.36 -0.54 0.112 
17 2.46 -0.52 0.092 
29 2.45 -0.48 0.079 
38 2.52 -0.44 0.065 
50 2.28 -0.38 0.087 

 

These experimental results can be compared with theoretical χ values calculated 

from Equation 4  [28, 29]. 

𝜒𝜒 = 𝛽𝛽 + 𝑉𝑉1(𝛿𝛿1−𝛿𝛿2)2

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
          Eq. 4.4 

Where β is a constant equal to 0.34, V1 is the molar volume of the penetrant, δ1 and δ2 are 

the solubility parameters of the penetrant and the polymer respectively. In order to 

calculate the χ interaction parameter of the membranes, the solubility coefficient δ for the 

polyurethane Estane ® 58315 must first be determined. Different research groups 

evaluated this parameter via swelling measurements [31-34]. Within these groups Kim et 

al. [31], determined the solubility coefficient δ for a polyether based polyurethane 

network based on Gee’s theory [35]. This theory states that in order to attain a good 

solubility of the polymer in the solvent, the square of the difference between the 
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solubility parameters of the polymer and the solvent must be kept to a minimum. Gee’s 

theory is represented by Equation 4.5. 

𝑄𝑄
𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒

= 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�−𝛼𝛼𝑄𝑄(𝛿𝛿1−𝛿𝛿2)2�       Eq. 4.5 

Where Q is the swelling ratio, Qmax is the maximum swelling ratio, α is a constant and δ1 

and δ2 are the solubility parameters of the solvent and the polymer. The swelling ratio Q, 

of the polyurethane/clay nanocomposite membranes was determined by utilizing 

Equation 4.6. 

𝑄𝑄 = 1 + �𝑤𝑤2
𝑤𝑤1
− 1� �𝜌𝜌2

𝜌𝜌1
�         Eq. 4.6 

Where w2 is the weight of the network at equilibrium, w1 is the weight of the network 

before swelling, ρ2 and ρ1 are the density of the network and the density of the solvent 

respectively [36]. In our case the density of the polyurethane is ρp=1.12 g/cm3, the 

density of Cloisite ® 30B is ρc = 1.98 and the density of the solvents are listed in Table 

4.3. After the swelling ratio Q, is determined for each VOC, the Q values are plotted 

versus the solubility parameter δ of the corresponding VOCs. The maxium swelling Qmax, 

observed for this series was seen with n-butanol. Once Qmax of the system is established 

and the swelling ratio Q for each VOC is also established, the solubility parameter of the 

polyurethane Estane ® 58315 can be determined. Gee’s Equation 4.4 can be rearranged 

as follows: 

�1
𝑄𝑄
𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 �𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒

𝑄𝑄
��

0.5
= |𝛼𝛼0.5(𝛿𝛿1 − 𝛿𝛿2)|       Eq 4.7 

The unknown parameters of the system α and δ2, were determined by plotting the 

[(1/Q)ln(Qmax/Q)]0.5 vs the solubility parameters δ of the VOCs. The linearization of the 
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data via the plotting scheme yields the parameter, α0.5, and the solubility parameter of the 

polyurethane, δ2, as the slope and the intercept in the horizontal axis, respectively. The 

value for the calculated solubility parameter of the pure Estane ® 58315 is 23.6 (MPA)1/2, 

which is consistent with typical values reported for polyurethanes [37, 38].  

Previous studies of the nanoclays determined that the silica-alumina structure has a 

hydrophilic nature and the addition of the alkyl ammine group via ion exchange provides 

a hydrophobic property to the clay. In order determine the solubility parameter of the 

modified clay surface, Jang et al. [39], modeled the entire clay structure based on the 

longest chain of the surfactant. According to the manufacturer, Southern Clay Products, 

Cloisite 30B longest group is a hydrogenated tallow group. Thus it can be simplified by 

considering a linear aliphatic chain. This aliphatic chain adds a third component to the 

polymer-sorbent system. This additional term yields a modification in the corresponding 

solubility parameter of the polymer, δ2 term of equation 4.3. This new solubility 

parameter is modeled via equation 4.8, as follows: 

𝛿𝛿̅ = ∑ 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 =𝑖𝑖 𝜙𝜙1𝛿𝛿1 + 𝜙𝜙2𝛿𝛿2      Eq. 4.8 

 

Where φ1 and φ2, are the volume fraction of the nanoclay and of the polymer in the 

composite membrane. The use of equation 4.7, results in the modification of equation 4.3 

as follows: 

𝜒𝜒 = 𝛽𝛽 + 𝑉𝑉1�𝛿𝛿1−𝛿𝛿��
2

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
        Eq.4.9 
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The results for the calculated χ interaction parameter of the sonicated polyurethane/clay 

nanocomposite membranes can be seen in Table 4.5. These values are similar and within 

the observed range found in the literature [40].  These calculated results suggest that the 

presence of nanoclay in the matrix leads to an increase in the miscibility of the 

polymer/clay composite when exposed to n-decane and toluene and a decrease in 

miscibility when exposed to 1-butanol. The decrease of the interaction parameter χ 

suggests that the surfactant aliphatic chain has a similar solubility parameter as n-decane. 

This is consistent with the χ interaction parameters obtained by experimental means 

shown in Table 4.4. However, experimental χ interaction parameters for toluene and 1-

butanol do not follow the calculated trends. Clearly, using a mean-field model, such as 

equation 4.3, may be too simplistic in modeling the χ interaction parameter of polar 

molecules, such as 1-butanol or toluene, which have specific (directional) interactions.  

 

Table 4.5 Calculated χ interaction parameters for pristine polyurethane Estane ® 58315, 

and the subsequent polyurethane/clay nancomposite sonicated series. 

Wt % Clay χ n-decane χ toluene
 χ 1-butanol 

0 3.06 1.45 0.36 
10 2.78 1.28 0.34 
17 2.58 1.17 0.35 
29 2.22 0.97 0.40 
38 1.95 0.83 0.49 
50 1.56 0.64 0.71 
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4.5 Conclusions 

Polyurethane/clay nanocomposites used as barrier membranes provide a 

noticeable decrease in VOC diffusivity. However, when compared to the neat polymer 

this decrease becomes important only at high clay content in the nano-composite. 

Processing methods of the barrier membranes do, in fact, influence the diffusivity, 

rendering better barrier properties when the clays are dispersed with sonication. 

Material/VOC partition coefficients, depend on the molecular interactions of the VOC 

with the membrane material. Thus, χ for non-polar VOC such as n-decane decreased with 

increasing clay concentration of organically modified clay in the matrix, due to favorable 

thermodynamic interactions. On the other hand, although the interaction parameter for 

toluene in the nano-composite is negative, suggesting high solubility in the polymer 

matrix, the addition of clay particles modified with hydrophobic alkyl groups increased 

the value of χ with wt% clay. 
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Chapter 5 Gas Barrier Properties of Nanocomposites 
Based on In situ Polymerized Poly(n-butyl 

methacrylate) in the Presence of Surface 
Modified Montmorillonite 

  
 

5.1 Abstract 

Barrier membranes of poly(n-butylacrylate) were produced by the in-situ 

polymerization of n-butylacrylate in the presence of surface modified natural 

montmorillonite. This two-stage process allowed control over the extent of intercalation, 

ultimately leading to exfoliated nanostructures. The first stage of the process consisted of 

the organic modification of montmorillonite via ion-exchange reactions with 

(acryloyloxy) ethyl alkylammonium cations. This process anchored chemically-reactive 

species on the surface of natural clay and improved the mixing between the clay and the 

monomer. The second stage of the process comprised of the in-situ polymerization of n-

butyl methacrylate and the unsaturated acryloxy ethyl groups anchored on the surface of 

the clay.  Resulting membranes were characterized in terms of their microstructure and 

diffraction (XRD), their thermal properties (TGA and DSC), and gas-permeation 

properties. The resulting exfoliated morphology led to a decrease in gas permeability. 

Phenomenological models of gas barrier properties such as those of Cussler and Nielsen 

were used to determine the approach to ideal clay dispersions. 

 
5.2 Introduction 
 

Over the past two decades polymer/clay nanocomposites have drawn increasing 

interest due to the significant improvement of optical [1], mechanical [2, 3], flame 
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resistant [4-7], and barrier properties [8-10] in comparison to the corresponding pristine 

polymers. Polymer/clay nanocomposites are usually obtained via three mayor processes, 

which include melt intercalation, solution blending and in-situ polymerization [11, 12]. 

The subsequent morphology of the nanocomposites depends on the molecular 

interactions between the polymer and clay particles. The three possible morphologies for 

these nanocomposites include immiscible, intercalated and exfoliated structures [11, 13]. 

In the immiscible phase, also known as phase separated morphology, the polymer does 

not penetrate in between the clay platelets. Intercalation is attained when polymer chains 

penetrate within the gallery space and induce expansion of the clay platelets. Exfoliation 

is characterized by a random distribution of the clay platelets due to extensive penetration 

of the polymer chains, resulting in the delamination of the clay platelets and the loss of 

the crystalline structure of the clay. Montmorillonite (MMT) clays, which pertain to the 

smectite family, are of special interest due to their high surface area and high aspect ratio 

[14, 15]. These two parameters are known to influence the barrier properties of the barrier 

membranes [16-18]. MMT crystal composition consists of two tetrahedrally coordinated 

sheets of silicon fused to an edge shared octahedral sheet of aluminum. This tetrahedral-

octahedral-tetrahedral (TOT) conformation of MMT generates a stacking of platelets 

perpendicular to the direction of the sheets. The stacking of the TOT sheets leads to 

regular van der Waals gaps between the layers. The layered silicates have a negative 

charge due to the heterovalent substitution which resides in the octahedral layer [19]. The 

charge deficiency extends throughout the whole lattice, forcing the counter ions to 

distribute within the interior of the crystal. The counter ions, which are usually alkali and 

alkaline earth metals, such as Na+, Li+ or Ca2+, reside between the sheets, minimizing the 
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overall electrostatic energy. The cations in the interlayer occupy the basal spacing of the 

silicate sheets, whose distance is determined by the nature of the cation as well as the 

degree of hydration. Natural clays, such as MMT, may be organically modified to render 

the silicate sheets more organophilic and compatible with the penetrating polymer [20, 

21]. Alkylphosphonium and alkylammonium cations are commonly used for this purpose 

to modify the surface of the clays [11, 22]. These surface modifiers decrease the surface 

energy [23] of the silicate platelets, and increase the basal spacing between the layers [24, 

25]. According to Bergaya and Lagaly [26], the preferred method for synthesis of 

organically modified clays is via ion exchange reactions. Some surfactants added to the 

silicate platelets can also react with monomers and initialize polymerization reactions 

[27]. The reacting surfactant group anchored on the silicate surface may improve the 

dispersion of the silicate platelets in the polymer matrix, eventually leading to improved 

gas barrier properties and mechanical properties [28, 29]. This work focuses on the 

synthesis of intercalated/exfoliated poly (n-butylmethacrylate)/clay nanocomposites via 

in-situ polymerization. Furthermore it examines the effect of the processing method prior 

to surface modification of the silicate platelets on the mechanical, thermal and gas barrier 

properties of the nanocomposites.  

 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

Sodium montmorillonite, Cloisite ® Na+ was purchased from Southern Clay Inc, 

and dried for 24 hours before use. 2,2’-azobisisobutyronitrile free radical initiator was 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and was purified in methanol and recrystalized. [2-

(Acryloyloxy)ethyl]-trimethylammonium chloride, was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
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and used as received. Butyl methacrylate was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and 

distilled at reduced pressure before use. 1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidinone was purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Anhydrous chloroform, was purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich and used as received 

 

5.4 Preparation of Modified Clays 

5.4.1 Clay Modification Method A (Stirring) 

5g of Cloisite ® Na+ was added to 330ml of deionized water and left to stir 

overnight. After the stirring the solution was heated in a water bath to 80°C and left for 1 

hour. The solution was then cooled to room temperature. An excess of [2-

(Acryloyloxy)ethyl]-trimethylammonium chloride was added to the solution and stirred 

vigorously overnight. The resulting suspension was filtered and the solids were washed 

with deionized water to remove the unreacted quaternary salt. After the solution was 

filtered, the solid was stored at 4 °C for two days. In order to remove all the quaternary 

salt, 200ml of deionized water was added to the clay and stirred vigorously for 8hr. The 

solution was filtered, and the resulting clay slurry was stored at 4 °C. 

 

5.4.2 Clay Modification Method B (Sonication) 

5g of Cloisite ® Na+ was added to 330ml of deionized water, and set for 6 hours. 

The solution was then placed in a sonication bath for 1 hour and left to stir overnight. The 

solution was then heated in a water bath to 80°C, let sit for 1 hour, sonicated for 1 hour at 

80°C, and then cooled to room temperature. An excess of [2-(Acryloyloxy)ethyl]-

trimethylammonium chloride was added to the cooled solution and stirred vigorously 
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overnight. The resulting suspension was filtered and the solids were washed with 

deionized water to remove the unreacted quaternary salt. After the solution was filtered, 

the solid was stored at 4 °C for two days. In order to remove all the quaternary salt, 

200ml of deionized water was added to the clay and stirred vigorously for 8hr. The 

solution was filtered, and the resulting clay slurry was stored at 4 °C. 

 

5.4.3 Synthesis and fabrication of pristine poly(n-butyl methacrylate) and poly(n-

butyl methacrylate)/clay composites membranes. 

In-situ polymerization reaction of poly(n-butyl methacrylate)/clay composites was 

carried out with different amounts of modified nanoclay. Clay content in the membranes 

varied from 0 to 5 wt%. The nomenclature of the poly(n-butyl methacrylate)/clay 

composites membranes with different clay contents, as used in this study is summarized 

in Table 1. 10 g of 1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) and the specific clay amount were 

placed in a glass vial and stirred for 2 hours at 25°C until the mixture became 

homogenous. After the stirring process, 5 g of monomer butyl methacrylate, and 0.0577g 

of AIBN were added to the vial and stirred vigorously for 15 min at 25°C. The final 

mixture was flushed with N2 for 15 min and thermally sealed. Once sealed, the vial was 

placed in an oil bath at 65°C for 24 hours, with vigorous stirring. After the 24 hour 

reaction time, the polymer was precipitated in 100 ml ethanol and vigorously stirred for 4 

hours. The white precipate was later filtered and left at room temperature for 24 hrs to 

dry. After the drying, the polymer was dissolved in chloroform for 2 hrs. 100ml of 

ethanol was again added to the solution to precipitate the polymer.  This procedure 

insured the removal of unreacted monomer from the solution. The polymer was filtered, 
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dried at room temperature for 24 hrs, and dried under vacuum at 60°C for an additional 

24 hours. 0.518 g of the dried composite was dissolved in 5 ml of chloroform and stirred 

vigorously for 8 hours. Once the solution was homogenous, it was cast on Teflon plates 

and the solvent was allowed to evaporate slowly at room temperature for 24hrs. The 

controlled drying process reduced the presence of pinholes in the membrane and 

prevented curling the membranes. After 24 hours the membrane was placed under 

vacuum at 60°C for 24 hours, to insure the removal of all the solvent.      

   

Table 1. Nomenclature for sonicated and stirred polymer/clay nanocomposites used for 

this publication. 

Clay Content wt % Stirred  Sonicated 
0  PBMA  
1 PBMA-1  SPBMA-1 
3 PBMA-3  SPBMA-3 
5 PBMA-5  SPBMA-5 

 
 

5.5 Characterization 

Gas permeabilities in the pure polymer, stirred poly(n-butyl methacrylate)/clay 

and sonicated poly(n-butyl methacrylate)/clay membranes were measured in a constant 

volume-variable pressure system [30]. The membranes were placed in a stainless steel 

cell with chambers of known volume on each side. The upstream side of the membrane 

was pressurized to 4 atm at 25 °C with the penetrating gas species. The downstream side 

was initially evacuated to P < 0.001 atm. The variation in downstream pressure was 

monitored in real time and was analyzed only after steady state is achieved. All gases 

employed (He, O2, N2, CO2 and CH4) were ultra-high purity gases (minimum purity 
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99.999%) and were obtained from Airgas, Inc. Permeation of each gas through every 

barrier membrane was carried out 3 times in order to establish a statistically consistent 

result. Some nanocomposites systems where tested for permeability using more than one 

sample to confirm the reproducibility of the data. Permeability is reported in the units of 

barrer (1 barrer = 1*10-10 (cm3(STP)*cm)/(cm2*sec*cmHg) ) with 2% error. X-Ray 

diffractometry, XRD, was used to determine the interspacial distance within the clay 

platelets. The system used was a Sintag XDS 2000 powder diffractometer using Ni 

filtered Cu KαX-ray radiation (λ=1.54Å) at voltage of 45KV, 40mA current, and filament 

current of 3.30A. The scanning rate for the low angle samples was done at 0.25°/min 

over a range of 2θ = 1-10°. The XRD measurements were conducted on the membrane 

samples, while the clay was analyzed in the powder form. Dynamic mechanical thermal 

analysis (DMTA) was performed on a Rheometric Scientific DMTA IV with a ramp rate 

of 2°C/min and a frequency of 1 Hz. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) was performed 

on a TA Instruments Thermogravimetric analyzer model Q5000 IR. Measurements were 

carried out under a nitrogen flow. The analysis was done from room temperature to 

600°C, with a heating rate of 10°C/min. Dynamic Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

measurements were carried out in a TA Instruments Differential Scanning Calorimeter 

Q2000, from -20°C to 150°C, with a heating rate of 10°C/min. 
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5.6 Results and Discussion 

5.6.1 XRD Characterization 

The XRD diffractograms for powder Cloisite Na+, and organically modified 

Cloisite Na+ processed via sonication and stirring can be seen in Figure 1. Bragg’s 

equation, 2d sinθ = nλ, was used to calculate the basal spacing of the modified clay as 

well as of the pristine clay. The characteristic d001 diffraction peak for Cloisite Na+ in the 

2θ region is located at 7.5°, d001 = 1.15 nm. The modification of the clays with 

(acryloyloxy) ethyl alkyl ammonium shifts the d001 peak to lower values in the 2θ region, 

rendering sonicated clay’s d001 = 1.43nm, and stirred clay’s d001 = 1.42 nm. This shift 

suggests an increase in the basal spacing of the silicate platelets. The increase of the basal 

spacing is due to the penetration and grafting of the quaternary salt via ion exchange to 

the clay platelets. The indexing of the d001 peak in the diffractograms of both sonicated 

and stirred modified clays also suggests that the morphology of the clays is intercalated.  

 

Figure 5.1 XRD Diffractograms of pristine Cloisite ® Na+, and surface modified Cloisite 

® Na+ via sonication and stirring. 
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The XRD diffractogram for SPBMA-3 nanocomposite membrane can be seen in 

Figure 2. The d001 peak for the SPBMA-3 could not be indexed. This peak was also non-

existant in the XRD diffractograms of all other nanocomposite membranes in the two 

series. This suggests that all of the polymer/clay nanocomposites have an exfoliated 

morphology. The expansion and further exfoliation of the montmorillonite clay can be 

represented by schemes 1 and 2 respectively, shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 5.2 XRD Diffractograms of pristine Cloisite ® Na+, surface modified Cloisite ® 

Na+ via sonication and polymer/clay nanocomposite membrane SPBMA-3. 
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Figure 5.3 Schematic representation of surface modification of Cloisite ® Na+ via ion 

exchange. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Schematic representation of in situ polymerization of poly(n-butyl 

methacrylate) with montmorillonite clay platelets as seed surface.  
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5.6.2. Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) Characterization 

In order to obtain the molecular weight of the polymer, the polymer and clay in 

the nanocomposite were separated via centrifugation. The polymer/clay nanocomposite 

was dissolved in 10 ml of chloroform and centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 4h. After 4 hours 

the remaining solution was separated from the clay particles deposited in the bottom of 

the centrifuge tubes. The separated liquid or serum was placed in the centrifuge for 

another 4 h. After the solution was centrifuged the remaining liquid was cast on a Teflon 

pan and the chloroform was allowed to evaporate. This procedure insured the evaluation 

of the molecular weight of the isolated polymer without interference from the clay 

particles. All of the membranes analyzed in this study had a SEC elution patters 

characteristic of a monomodal distribution. The clay processing method affected the 

resulting molecular weight, Mn and Mw, of the poly (n-butyl methacrylate) as 

demonstrated in Table 2. Samples prepared with modified sonicated clays had a higher 

molecular weight than samples prepared via plain stirring. The higher molecular weight 

suggests an increase in penetration of the monomer within the basal spacing of the 

modified clay and an improved accessibility of the monomer to the surface reacting site.  
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Table 2. Mn and Mw values determined via SEC of polymer/clay composites membranes. 

Composite Mw Mn Polydispersity Index 
(Mw/Mn) 

PBMA 141000 98800 1.43 
    

PBMA-1 161000 99300 1.62 
PBMA-3 170000 104000 1.64 
PBMA-5 330000 179000 1.82 

    
SPBMA-1 169000 104000 1.62 
SPBMA-3 214000 116000 1.84 
SPBMA-5 582000 353000 1.65 

  

5.6.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was used to determine the glass 

transition temperature, Tg, of PBMA and polymer/clay nanocomposites barrier 

membranes. The glass transition temperature of the pristine PBMA, and the different 

composites membrane series, SPBMA-X and PBMA-X are summarized in Table 3. The 

polymer/clay nanocomposite membranes have a higher Tg than that of the pristine 

PBMA. This may be due to the increased restricted segmental chain mobility of the 

poly(n-butyl methacryalte) anchored to the silicate surface [1, 31-33]. The small 

temperature increase suggests that the overall relaxation behavior is dominated by the 

relaxation of the bulk polymer. The slightly higher Tg of the sonicated samples (as 

compared to the clays prepared by stirring) is likely due to the higher molecular weight of 

the polymer in the SPBMA samples. 
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Table 3. Tg of pristine PBMA and poly(n-butyl methacrylate)/clay nanocomposite 

membranes determined via dynamic scanning calorimentry (DSC), thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA) parameters for thermal degradation profile. 

 Tg Onset Temperature (ºC) Temperature at % weight loss (ºC) 
   10% 50% 

PBMA 37.1 255 265 322 
     

PBMA-1 38.6 259 272 345 
PBMA-3 40.1 259 272 345 
PBMA-5 40.9 259 271 344 

     
SPBMA-1 40.6 256 269 340 
SPBMA-3 40.9 260 274 350 
SPBMA-5 41 260 275 355 

 
 

5.6.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

The thermograms of the pristine poly(n-butyl methacrylate) and the subsequent 

polymer/clay nanocomposites have two stages of thermal decomposition. The first stage 

is located between the temperature region of 100°C to 225°C, and is associated with the 

volatilization of remnant chloroform solvent molecules encapsulated within the pure 

polymer and polymer/clay membranes. This stage also provides the removal of excess 

water molecules sorbed onto the surface of these membranes. The second thermal 

decomposition stage is located between 225°C and 450°C and presents a dramatic weight 

loss related to the thermal degradation by depolymerisation of the poly(n-butyl 

methacrylate) [34-37]. Table 3 summarizes the onset temperature and the temperatures at 

10% and 50% weight loss for all the samples. The onset decomposition temperature of 

the poly(n-butyl methacrylate)/clay nanocomposites is slightly higher in comparison with 

the pristine poly(n-butyl methacrylate). This increase suggests that the addition of 
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modified natural montorillonite to the polymer matrix delays the thermal decomposition 

of the nanocomposite by providing a local heat sink in the matrix [7]. The effect is more 

pronounced in samples whose clay particles have been sonicated. 

 

5.6.5 Permeation Data 

As explained in the previous sections, the in-situ polymerization of poly(n-butyl 

methacrylate)/clay composites leads to an exfoliated morphology in case of all the 

nanocomposite membranes. The exfoliated morphology increases the effective surface 

area of the clay in the matrix, thus increasing the tortuous pathway for the permeating gas 

molecules. As seen in Figure 5.5 and 5.6 increasing the clay concentration in the polymer 

matrix leads to an expected decrease in permeation values.  
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Figure 5.5 Effect of clay concentration in gas permeability of different gases. Sonicated 

series. 

For example, the CO2 permeation obtained for the pristine poly(n-butyl 

methacrylate) membrane is 56.3 ± 1.8 barrers. The addition of 5 wt% nanoclay in the 

matrix decreases the CO2 permeability value of 24.6 ± 0.9 barrers. This represents a 56% 

decrease in permeability in comparison with the pristine polymer sample. Similar results 

are seen in the permeabilities of the other gases. Whether or not the clay particles are 

sonicated during surface modification also has an effect on the barrier properties of the 

polymer/clay nanocomposites. As can be seen in Figure 5.6, the effect of dispersing the 

nanoclay particles via sonication improves barrier properties of all samples, particularly 

of those having the highest clay content, 5 wt%. For example, the CO2 permeability of 

SPBMA-5 is 25 barrer in comparison to 30 barrer of the PBMA-5. These results suggest 

that pre-treating the clays with sonication increases the dispersion of the clay particles 
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substantially. This in turn generates more tortuous pathways for permeating gas 

molecules [38].  

 

 

Figure 5.6 Comparison of the effect of sonication and stirring for gas permeation 

properties of CO2 in a polymer/clay nanocomposite matrix. 

 

5.6.6 Gas Permeation Models 

Phenomenological models such as those of Cussler [39, 40], and Nielsen [41] 

have been used to predict the effective permeation properties of polymer/clay 

nanocomposites. These models are based on ideal conditions, such as complete 

exfoliation of the flake platelets, perfect alignment of the flakes in a perpendicular 

direction to the flow of the permeating molecules [42], and the assumption that the type 
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of polymer used as the matrix has no effect on the effective permeability. The 

mathematical representation of Nielsen’s model is presented in equation 1. 

𝑃𝑃0
𝑃𝑃

=
1+�𝛼𝛼2�𝜙𝜙

1−𝜙𝜙
         Eq.1 

 

Where, P and P0 are the permeability of the composite film and that of the pristine 

polymer, respectively, φ  is the volume fraction of the filler and α is the aspect ratio, 

defined as the ratio of half the width to thickness of the impermeable flakes. The volume 

fraction of the clay content in the matrix can be determined by the use of equation 2: 

𝜙𝜙 = 1

1+𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶�1−𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶�
𝜌𝜌𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶

         Eq. 2 

where φ is the volume fraction, ρC and ρp are the density of the nanoclay and the 

polymer, and Mc is the mass fraction. In a similar model, Cussler et al [39], considered 

that the steady state flux in a composite membrane, is dominated by wiggles around the 

impermeable flakes. Thus the flux is dependent on the loading of the nanoclay in the 

matrix and the geometry of the flakes, which in this case is represented by the specific 

aspect ratio of the flakes [43]. Cussler’s equation is as follows: 

𝑃𝑃0
𝑃𝑃

= 1 + 𝛼𝛼2𝜙𝜙2

1−𝜙𝜙
          Eq.3 

The parameters in equation 3 are the same as those in Nielsen’s equation 1. These 

models can predict the ratio of the permeation of the pristine polymer to that of the 

nanocomposite membrane as a function of clay content and aspect ratio. The 

experimental gas permeation data was fitted to both models using the aspect ratio as an 
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adjustable parameter. The results can be seen in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Figure 5.7 shows 

CO2  and O2 permeation data fitted with Nielsen’s model. For examples, the adjusted 

aspect ratio, α, obtained by fitting CO2 permeation of the SPBMA samples was between 

100 and 150. The aspect ratio of the PBMA samples was slightly lower, falling between 

100 and 120. When fitting the O2 permeation data, the aspect ratio of the SPBMA series 

fell between 35 and 80, while that of the PBMA samples was between 20 and 50. The 

fact that there is a discrepancy between the adjusted aspect ratio of the CO2 and the O2 

permeabilities reflects the idealized nature of the phenomenological models. However, 

the consistently higher aspect ratios of the samples, whose clay particles have been 

sonicated again suggests that these samples have better dispersion than those whose clay 

particles have been processed by stirring.  
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Figure 5.7 Nielsen phenomenological model plot of O2 and CO2 permeability in 

nanocomposites prepared by sonication and stirring, ♦ O2 Stirred Sample, ◊ O2 Sonicated 

Sample, ■ CO2 Stirred Sample,  □ CO2 Sonicated Sample. 

 

Figure 5.8 shows the fit of Cussler’s model to the experimental permeation data. 

As is the case for Nielsen’s model at the lowest clay loading of 1 wt%, the apparent 

aspect ratio seen by the permeating gas molecules is similar in the case of 

nanocomposites prepared with sonicated as well as with stirred clays. But as the clay 

loading increases to the highest amount of 5 wt% of clay, the differences in the aspect 

ratio between the stirred and sonicated series widen, especially in the case of O2 

permeability. Again, this is reflection of the deviation from the idealized structure of 

Cussler’s model. Actually, Cussler et al., acknowledged that the model might present 

some variability [43], attributed to the random orientation of the flakes in the matrix [40]. 
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Also, it should be pointed out that aspect ratios in the range of 50 to 100 are consistent 

with those observed by other groups using the same models [24, 38, 44]. Finally, in 

comparison to barrier properties achieved by preparing nanocomposites by simply mixing 

the clay particles in a polymer solution [45], the in-situ polymerization in the presence of 

exfoliated clay platelets provides a better fit to Cussler and Nielsen’s idealized 

phenomenological model in predicting permeation values of polymer/clay nanocomposite 

systems.  

 

Figure 5.8 Cussler phenomenological model plot of O2 and CO2 permeability in 

nanocomposites prepared by sonication and stirring, ♦ O2 Stirred Sample, ◊ O2 Sonicated 

Sample, ■ CO2 Stirred Sample,  □ CO2 Sonicated Sample. 
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5.7 Conclusion 

The increasing basal spacing seen via XRD analysis of surface modified natural 

montmorillonite, Cloisite ® Na+ suggested grafting of the quaternary salt on the clay 

surface. The grafting of alkylammine group allowed an anchoring site for the In situ 

polymerization poly (n-butyl methacrylate). The polymerization reaction produced 

barrier membranes with exfoliated morphologies, as determined via XRD analysis. 

Sonication of the clays before polymerization of the matrix lead to higher molecular 

weights than when the clays were stirred due to better particle dispersion and 

accessibility of the monomer to reaction sites. The addition of clay particles to the 

polymer matrix improved the mechanical properties of the polymer and also improved 

the thermal stability of the nanocomposites in comparison to the pristine polymer. The 

complete exfoliation of the clay platelets provided a decrease in gas permeability of up to 

50% for certain gases. This effect was achieved at relatively low clay loadings of 1 to 5 

wt%. Phenomenological models of effective gas permeabilities in nanocomposites, such 

as those of Nielsen and Cussler, although able to fit the experimental data are still too 

idealized to explain differences in effective permeabilities of different gases through the 

same nanocomposite.  
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Chapter 6 Gas Transport Properties of Poly 

Acrylate/Clay Nanocomposites  Prepared Via 
Emulsion Polymerization 

 
 

6.1 Abstract 

Polymer/clay nanocomposites were synthesized via emulsion polymerization to act as 

barrier membranes. Cloisite ® Na+ was modified via ion exchange to tether a reactive group on 

the surface of the silicate platelet in order to promote polymerization and exfoliation of the 

stacked platelets. Poly(n-butyl methacrylate)/clay and poly(n-butyl methacrylate-co-methyl 

methacrylate)/clay barrier membranes provided possible exfoliated morphologies in the matrix, 

as seen by X-ray diffraction analysis. The addition of organically modified clays in the matrix 

improved the thermal properties of the barrier membranes. Results from dynamic light scattering 

(DLS) suggest that the growth of particles in the emulsion may be restricted by the presence of 

montmorillonite clay platelets as well as copolymer composition.. Permeability data indicates 

that the use of a glassy co-polymer improves barrier properties of the membrane. 

Phenomenological models suggest an improved alignment and dispersion of the clay platelets in 

the matrix. 

 
6.2 Introduction 

Since the inception 20 years ago by the Toyota group [1, 2] the synthesis of polymer/clay 

nanocomposites has been of considerable interest to the packaging and automotive industries.  

Polymer/clay nanocomposites are attractive and offer potential growth because of their wide 

range applications over traditional polymers [3-5]. These nanocomposites have proven to 

increase the mechanical [6], chemical and thermal properties [7]. Therefore these 
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nanocomposites generate a higher resistance to gas permeability [8-11], flammability [12, 13]. 

The polymer/clay interactions within the matrix ultimately decide the morphology of the 

nancomposite. The morphologies of the clays in the nanocomposites have been cited as phase 

separated, intercalated or exfoliated [4, 14, 15]. Different synthesis procedures, in situ 

polymerization, solution blending and melt polymerization [16-20], have been used in order to 

obtain the different morphologies. The exfoliated or delaminated morphology is the preferred in 

order to maximize the effect of the clay in the matrix. The morphology of the nanocomposites 

has a direct effect on the mechanical, thermal and barrier properties [21, 22]. Recently, another 

method used to obtain polymer/clay nanocomposites has been emulsion polymerization [23-26]. 

Emulsion polymerization offers a cleaner and “greener” alternative to the solvents used in in-situ 

polymerization and furthermore limits to the thermal degradation of the clay platelets that occurs 

in melt processing. The use of colloidal dispersions offers another broad range of applications for 

nanocomposite technology within the realm of coatings and paints [27]. Different groups [28-

34], have used solid particles or in this case clay nanoparticles as stabilizers in emulsions in 

order to substitute surfactants. This process is commonly known as “Pickering emulsions [35].” 

Nanoclay platelets act as surfactants and are located at the liquid-liquid interface [36], which 

causes a decrease in the interfacial energy. This interface is the ideal self-assembly point for the 

nanoparticles [37]. Improved emulsion stability is directly related to the decrease of interfacial 

tension between the particles and the liquids [32]. The success of the stabilization effect of these 

emulsions is now at the basis of many technological advances in the food industry, the cosmetics 

industry, pharmaceutical industry and the oil recovery industry.  

The goal of this study was to use organically modified natural montmorillonite Cloisite 

Na+ and exfoliate/intercalate the silicate platelets via emulsion polymerization process. Silicate 
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platelets are used as seed surfaces for emulsion polymerization due to the tethering of the 

reactive group via ion-exchange reactions. The grafting of the subsequent polymer chains to the 

silicate surface ensures the intercalation/exfoliation of the platelets in the emulsion. This work 

also evaluates the thermal stability and transport properties of the nanocomposites as barrier 

membranes for gas separation processes. This study also evaluates the use of glassy copolymer 

PMMA as the matrix in the dispersion of clay platelets and the resulting transport properties of 

the nanocomposites. 

 
6.3 Materials and Methods 

Sodium montmorillonite, Cloisite ® Na+ was purchased from Southern Clay Inc, and 

dried for 24 hours before use. Sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDS) was purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Ammonium persulfate was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

and used as received. Butyl methacrylate (BMA) and methy methacrylate (MMA) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were distilled at reduced pressure before use. Anhydrous 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Cloisite Na+ 

modification via sonication was carried out as previously reported [38]. This modification 

consists of the anchoring of the [2-(Acryloyloxy)ethyl]-trimethylammonium via ion exchange in 

order to establish a reactive group on the surface of the natural montmorillonite Cloisite ® Na+. 

The tethered group may react with the acrylate monomer in the emulsion. Nanocomposite 

synthesis was carried out using modified Cloisite Na+ as seed particles. All reactions were 

carried out in a 250 ml three neck round bottom flask equipped with a nitrogen inlet, a 

thermometer, and reflux condenser with an outlet to a bubble counter. Stirring in the reactor was 

kept at 500 rpm. Polymerization reactions were carried out at 70 ºC for 8 h. The polymerization 

procedure followed is as previously reported [39]. The procedure includes the initial dispersion 
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of the modified clay, and the surfactant SDS, in dionized water for 10 min. After the modified 

clay and the surfactant are dispersed in water the monomer, in this case butyl methacrylate is 

added to the solution and stirred for 10 min. A small amount of the clay/monomer solution is fed 

to the reactor with the addition of the initiator, ammonium persulfate, and left to react for 10 min. 

Further addition of the clay/monomer solution was carried out in nitrogen environment at a slow 

rate to generate monomer starved conditions. The specific amounts of monomer, modified clay, 

surfactant and initiator can be found in the reference [37]. The only departure from this 

procedure is the water to polymer ratio, which was kept at 10:1. The addition of modified 

Cloisite ® Na+ in the emulsion varied from 1 to 5 wt% as can be seen in Table 1. In the 

formation of the copolymer, the ratio of methyl methacrylate monomer to butyl methacrylate was 

varied in the The monomer weight ratio of butyl methacrylate: methyl methacrylate varied from 

90:10 to 60:40. The nomenclature for these samplescan also be found in Table 1.  
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Table.1 Nomenclature used for the different polymer/clay and co-polymer/clay nanocomposite 

membranes used. Poly (n-butyl methacrylate) will be abbreviated as PBMA and the copolymer 

poly(n-butyl methacrylate-co-methyl methacrylate) will be abbreviated as CPBM. The number 

for the PBMA series represent the wt% of modified clay in the sample. The number for the 

CPBM series represent ratio of the butyl methacrylate: methyl methacrylate in the emulsion. All 

CPBM samples contained 5 wt% of modified clay. 

Clay Content wt 
% 

Nomenclature for this 
publication 

0 PBMA 
1 PBMA-1 
3 PBMA-3 
5 PBMA-5 
5 CPBM/90-10 
5 CPBM/80-20 
5 CPBM/70-30 
5 CPBM/60-40 

 

 

Barrier membranes were prepared in a two step process. A 10:1 ratio of ethanol to 

emulsion was placed in a beaker in order to precipitate the polymer/clay composite. Vigorous 

stirring was applied to the solution for 2 hours. The solution was then filtered to remove the 

composite. Once filtered the product was left to dry in vacuum for 24h at 25ºC. Approximately, 

0.7 to 0.8g of the dried nanocomposite was then dissolved in 5ml of THF with vigorous stirring 

for 8hrs at room temperature. The product was then cast in Teflon pans and the solvent was 

allowed to evaporate slowly at room temperature for 24hrs. The controlled evaporation process 

reduced the presence of pinholes in the membrane and prevented curling the membranes. After 

24 hours the membrane was placed under vacuum at 60°C for 24 hours to insure the removal of 

all the solvent.      
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6.4 Characterization 

X-Ray diffractometry, XRD, was used to determine the interspacial distance within the 

clay platelets. The system used was a Sintag XDS 2000 powder diffractometer using Ni filtered 

Cu KαX-ray radiation (λ=1.54Å) at voltage of 45KV, 40mA current, and filament current of 

3.30A. The scanning rate for the low angle samples was done at 0.25°/min over a range of 2θ = 

1-10°. The XRD measurements were conducted on the membrane samples in film form, while 

the clay was analyzed in the powder form. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was preformed on 

Malvern Instruments Zetasizer nanoseries, Nano-ZS, at 25 ºC. Thermogravimetric Analysis 

(TGA) was performed on a TA Instruments Thermogravimetric analyzer model Q5000 IR. 

Measurements are carried out under a nitrogen flow. The analysis was done from room 

temperature to 600°C, with a heating rate of 10°C/min. Dynamic Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

measurements were carried out in a TA Instruments Differential Scanning Calorimeter Q2000, 

from -20°C to 150°C, with a heating rate of 10°C/min. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

micrographs were taken using a LEO (Zeiss) 1550 high-performance Schottky field-emission 

SEM with an acceleration voltage of 5kV. Colloidal solutions were gold coated prior to 

scanning. Gas permeabilities of the pure polymer poly(n-butyl methacrylate), sonicated poly(n-

butyl methacrylate)/clay membranes and co-polymer poly(n-butyl methacrylate) poly(methyl 

methacrylate)/clay membranes were measured in a constant volume-variable pressure system. 

The membranes were placed in a stainless steel cell with chambers of known volume on each 

side. The upstream side of the membrane was pressurized to 4 atm, maintained at 25 °C with the 

penetrating gas species. The downstream side was initially evacuated to P < 0.001 atm. The 

variation in downstream pressure was monitored in real time and the permeability was calculated 

only after steady state was achieved [40]. All gases employed (He, O2, N2, CO2 and CH4) were 
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ultra-high purity (minimum purity 99.999%) and were obtained from Airgas, Inc. For each gas 

analyzed every barrier membrane was tested 3 times in the permeation set-up in order to 

establish a statistically consistent result. Some nanocomposites systems where tested for 

permeability using more than one sample, to confirm the reproducibility of the data.  

 

6.5 Results and Discussion 

6.5.1XRD Characterization 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to study the morphology of the barrier membranes 

nanocomposites. Figure 6.1, shows the XRD diffraction patterns of the PBMA/clay barrier 

membrane series in comparison to the modified clay. The diffraction pattern for the surface 

modified clay shows a peak at ≈ 6.16 in the 2θ region, which corresponds to the d001 reflection. 

By using Braggs law, the gallery space between the platelets of the modified Cloisite ® Na+ was 

calculated to be approximately 14.3 Å. The diffractograms seen for the PBMA/clay 

nanocomposites series are very broad and have a very weak signal. These weak intensities have 

small peaks in between the values of 6.9 and 7.3, in the 2θ region, which corresponds to a 

interspacial distance of 12.5 to 12.7 Å.  
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Figure 6.1. XRD diffraction patterns of modified Cloisite ® Na+ and PBMA/clay series. 
 

Figure 6.2, shows the resulting diffractograms of the CPBM/clay copolymer barrier 

membrane series in comparison to the modified clay. The diffractograms from this series also are 

very broad and of a very low intensity in comparison to the signal seen for the modified Cloisite 

® Na+. The probable peaks are related to the d001 reflection, seen for this series also are between 

the values of 7.2-7.3 in the 2θ region, which corresponds to a distances of 12.1 to 12.2 Å. The 

weak signals for all the nanocomposites may suggest a partial delamination/exfoliation of the 

clay platelets in the matrix. 
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Figure 6.2. XRD diffraction patterns of modified Cloisite ® Na+ and CPBM/clay series. 

 

6.5.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

SEM micrographs for the PBMA/clay series are presented in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. As can 

be seen from these micrographs the clay platelets are located at the surface of the PBMA 

emulsion particles and provide armored-like colloidal particles [28, 29, 32, 34]. These 

micrographs suggest that more than one silicate platelet maybe attached to the PBMA emulsion 

particles.  
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Figure 6.3. SEM micrograph of nanocomposites latex PBMA/5 particles 

1 µm 
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The micrographs for the copolymer CPBM/clay series can be seen in Figures 6.5 through 

6.7. These micrographs also suggest that more than one CPBM particle can be attached to the 

silicate platelets, thus forming a dumbbell like morphology and also a snowman like 

morphology. These morphologies were proposed by Voorn et al. [41], but for encapsulation of 

clay platelets. The irregular non-spherical particle morphology of the CPBM/clay series was 

caused by the silicate platelets in the colloidal solution [42].  

100 nm 
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Figures 6.5 SEM micrograph of nanocomposites latex CPBM/80-20 

100 nm 
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Figures 6.6 SEM micrograph of nanocomposites latex CPBM/80-20 distribution of particles 

100 nm 
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Figures 6.7 SEM micrograph of nanocomposites latex CPBM/60-40 single particles and 

agglomerate particles in emulsion. 

 

6.5.3 Dynamic Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

Glass transition temperature, Tg, was determined via dynamic scanning calorimentry 

(DSC) for the PBMA/clay series, and the CPBM/clay series of barrier membranes. A summary 

of the glass transition temperatures for the barrier membranes can be found in Table 6.2. As 

expected pure PBMA provided the lowest glass transition temperature at 36.1 °C. Increasing clay 

concentration in the colloidal systems led to an increased glass transition temperature for the 

barrier membranes in the PBMA/clay series. PBMA/5 provided a glass transition temperature of 

47.5 °C. The increase is related to a higher restricted segmental chain motion of the polymer 

chains due to interfacial interactions with the nanoclay [43]. CPBM/clay nanocomposite 

100 nm 
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membranes provided a higher glass transition temperature than PBMA/clay nanocomposites due 

to the addition of the PMMA. The higher semi-crystalline structure of the PMMA copolymer 

further restricts the segmental chain motion, thus increasing the glass transition temperature of 

the copolymer. The increase in carbon atoms in the side chain decreases Tg due to a higher 

molecular mobility [44]. As expected the highest weight ratio of PMMA in the colloidal system, 

CPBM/60-40 led to the highest Tg 61 °C for the PBMA/PMMA/clay series. 

 

Table 2. Glass transition temperature (Tg) of the different series evaluated via dynamic scanning 

calorimentry (DSC). Decomposition temperatures of the barrier membranes set at 10wt% and 50 

wt%. Decomposition peaks seen in the differential thermograms for all the nanocomposites. 

 Tg (ºC) Temperature Loss (ºC) DTG Decomposition 
Temperature (ºC) 

  10% 50% Region 1 Region 2 
PBMA 36.1 222 265 230 264 

PBMA/1 45.9 257 310 273 317 
PBMA/3 45.6 252 306 276 317 
PBMA/5 47.5 260 311 278 320 

CPBM/90-10 48.3 265 317 280 322 
CPBM/80-20 55.5 266 316 278 321 
CPBM/70-30 59.4 264 319 280 325 
CPBM/60-40 60.1 268 324 280 333 
 

 

6.5.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential thermogravimetric (DTG) results 

for the PBMA/clay series and for the CPBM series are presented in Table 6.2. Typical 

decomposition curves the PBMA/clay series and the CPBM/clay series can be seen in Figures 

6.8 and 6.9. The differential thermogravimetric curves suggest that there are two important 

thermal stages. The first stage can be seen in the region of 100-300 ºC as a small shoulder on the 
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main decomposition peak, and the second stage is located in the 300-400 ºC region [45]. The 

first stage may be related to the decomposition of the head-to-head linkages, and the second is 

related to the unzipping of the polymer via random scission of the polymer chains [46-51]. The 

addition of the modified clay to the pure PBMA shifted the onset temperature, which in this case 

is the temperature corresponding to the loss at 10 wt%, to higher values form 222 ºC to 250-260 

ºC for the PBMA/clay series. This shift to a higher temperature was also seen for the CPBM/clay 

series. For this series the onset temperature for the CPBM/60-40 was shifted to 276 ºC, which 

represents an increase of 50 ºC with respect to the pristine PBMA polymer. These results 

indicate that the thermal stability of the pure polymer is increased by the addition of clay 

nanocomposites. During thermal decomposition layered materials such as montmorillonite, 

generate a protective layer at the surface of the polymer. The charred layered material produces a 

thermal insulating layer, which reduces the concentration of the polymer at the surface and 

ultimately leads to a less flammable material [13, 52-54]. The insulating layer produced by the 

layered material hinders the diffusion of volatile compounds produced during the decomposition 

stages of the polymer. The characterization also suggests that the thermal stability of the barrier 

membranes also increased by the addition of the methyl methacrylate content in the copolymer 

composition. The improved thermal stability of PMMA/clay systems was previously reported by 

Giannelis et al.[55]. This group reported that PMMA/montmorillonite nanocomposites had 

improved thermal stability due to a higher amount of aluminosilicates in the montmorillonite. 
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Figure 6.8.  TGA and DTG of CPBM/70-30 

 

Figure 6.9. TGA and DTG of PBMA/5. 
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6.5.5 DLS Characterization of Emulsions 

The morphology of the PBMA/clay and CPBM/clay colloidal systems were characterized 

via dynamic light scattering (DLS). The particle size distribution of the composites emulsion of 

PBMA/5 can be seen in Figure 6.10. Results from this figure suggest that emulsion particles 

have a monomodal distribution and also provide a narrow particle distribution size. The trends 

seen in this figure were the same for the whole PBMA/clay series.  

 

Figure 6.10 Particle size distribution of PBMA/5. 

 

The average diameter for the PBMA/clay nanocomposite series peaked in the PBMA-1 

emulsion, with an average particle size of 155.5 ± 2.12 nm. Increasing the clay concentration in 

PBMA/clay colloidal system lead to a decrease in particle size as can be seen in Table 6.3. This 

same trend was also reported by Negrete-Herrera et al [42]. PBMA/5 showed the lowest particle 

size in the PBMA/clay series, the value for this emulsion was 134.1 ± 2.34 nm, which suggests 
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that size distribution varies with clay concentration. This effect may be related to the findings of 

Voorn et al. [31]. This group found that the montmorillonite nanoclay platelets were located on 

the surface of the latex particles and their presence constrained particle growth [30, 31]. Thus, 

higher clay concentration led to lower particle sizes [23]. The characterization of the particle size 

for the CPBM/clay colloidal systems series is also summarized in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. Average particle diameter obtained via dynamic light scattering (DLS), the effect of 

increasing clay concentration in the matrix decreased the particle diameter in the PBMA series. 

The same trend is seen with increasing methyl methacrylate concentration. 

 Average particle diameter (nm) 
PBMA 146.05 ± 1.61 

PBMA-1 155.48 ± 2.12 
PBMA-3 136.72 ± 2.23 
PBMA-5 134.18 ± 1.41 

CPBM/90-10 145.51 ± 2.54 
CPBM/80-20 137.30 ± 4.19 
CPBM/70-30 126.75 ± 1.73 
CPBM/60-40 116.65 ± 1.27 

 

The monomodal, and narrow particles size distribution plots seen in the PBMA/clay 

series were also seen in the CPBM/clay series. At the lowest PMMA weight ratio, 90/10, the 

average diameter was 145.5 ± 2.54 nm. CPBM/60-40 colloidal system provided the lowest 

particle size in the CPBM/clay series, with an average size of 116 ± 1.2 nm. The addition of 

PMMA to the colloidal system further decreased the average diameter of the particles. According 

to He et al. and Riess [56, 57], the decrease in particle size of the copolymer particle is due to the 

polarity of the methyl methacylate monomer. The polarity of the MMA monomer, 0.149, is 

higher than that of the butyl methacrylate monomer, 0.096. The increase in hydrophobicity of the 

monomer leads to a decrease in particle size, as reported by Zhang et al [58], thus indicating that 
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the composition of the copolymer played an important role in the particle size of the CPBM/clay 

series.  

 

Figure 6.11 Particle size distribution of CPBM/60-40. 

 

6.5.6 Permeation Data 

Gas permeation results for the PBMA/clay series can be seen in Figure 6.9. As seen in 

Figure 6.12, permeability decreased with increasing modified clay concentration in the matrix, as 

expected. The decrease in gas permeation in composites with the initial modified clay 

concentration 1 wt%, was on the average of 10% compared to the pristine PBMA. At the highest 

clay concentration of 5 wt% in the matrix, gas permeation in the nanocomposites decreased by 

28%. Results of these gas permeation measurements suggest  that emulsified barrier 

nanocomposites have decreased barrier properties compared to barrier nanocomposites 

synthesized via in situ polymerization [38].  
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Figure 6.12. Permeation values for PBMA/clay series. Increasing clay concentration lead to 

decrease in permeability values for all gases tested. 

 

The use of a glassy co-polymer such as PBMA-PMMA, improved the overall thermal 

properties, and the mechanical properties of the nanocomposites, but also decreased gas 

permeability due to more restricted segmental chain motion and decreased free volume in the 

matrix [59, 60]. Gas permeation data from the PBMA-PMMA/clay nanocomposites series can be 

seen in Figure 6.10. This figure compares the permeation values of the pristine PBMA and the 

co-polymers of PBMA-PMMA nanocomposites. Data from Figure 6.13 suggests that as the 

weight ratio of PMMA to PBMA increases, from 10-90 up to 40-60, the gas permeation values 

for the penetrant gases decrease, thus generating improved barrier properties. At the 40:60 

weight ratio of PMMA-PBMA, permeation values for CH4 and CO2 decreased by 85% and 83% 

respectively, when compared to the pristine PBMA barrier membrane. The decrease in 
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permeability due to the addition of the PMMA component, may be due to a denser packed 

polymer chain in the matrix [61]. The packing density increase may also lead to a decrease of the 

voids in the vicinity of the chains [62], thus hampering the overall gas permeation.  

  

Figure 6.13. Comparision of pristine PBMA and co-polymer CPBM/clay series. Increasing 

weight ratio of MMA monomer decrease permeation values. 

 

6.5.7 Gas Permeation Models 

Different phenomenological models have been used to predict gas permeation properties 

of polymer/clay nanocomposites [63-70]. One of the first models was Nielsen’s model [68]. This 

model was based on certain geometric assumptions corresponding to the ribbons contained 

within the polymer matrix. Nielsen defined the ribbons as of a width w, thickness t, and infinite 

length. This model also assumes a perfect dispersion and alignment of the ribbons in the polymer 

matrix. Cussler’s initial model [64, 65] was also based on perpendicular alignment of the ribbons 
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to the direction of the permeating molecules, and even distribution of the flake like platelets. 

Yang and Cussler’s [69] modified the initial mode, which considered monodispersity of the 

flakes, to account for random spacing of the flakes in the matrix. Lape and Cussler [67] also 

accounted for the polydispersity effect in the matrix, thus prompting a further modification of the 

original equation. Lape’s modification considers the random arrangement of the flake like 

structures in the matrix, and also suggests that the flakes may vary with respect to the width w, 

but considers the thickness of the flakes as a constant t value. The permeability data obtained for 

the different barrier membrane nanocomposites, PBMA/clay and for PBMA-PMMA/clay were 

fitted to the models cited above. In order to compare the experimental data obtained via 

permeation measurements, the properties of the clay composite must be known. According to 

provider of Cloisite ® Na+, Southern Clay Products, the natural montmorillonite has an aspect 

ratio α, between 50-100. The data points for the permeating gases can be seen in this Figure 6.14. 

This figure indicates that the relative permeability decreases with increasing clay loading. The 

smooth lines in Figure 6.14 are the profiles obtained from the different permeation models when 

fixing the aspect ratio at 50. These results suggest that the PBMA/clay barrier membranes have 

an adequate and even dispersion of the clay platelets in the matrix. These results also suggest that 

the barrier membranes approach the ideal behavior. This figure also indicates that the 

PBMA/clay series provides a constant aspect ratio value throughout.  
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Figure 6.14. Phenomenological models used to predict permeation values for barrier membrane 

nanocomposites. Aspect ratio used in this plot was α = 50 for all the models. ♦CO2, ■O2, ▲CH4. 

 

6.6 Conclusions 

Polymer/clay nanocomposites prepared by emulsion polymerization demonstrated 

possible exfoliation of the clay platelets in the polymer matrix. The combination of SEM 

micrographs and DLS measurements suggest that clay exfoliation in the colloidal solution 

restricts the size of the polymer particles. SEM micrographs also suggest the presence of more 

than one polymer particle attached to delaminated clay platelets in the matrix. The composition 

of the PBMA-PMMA copolymer also modified the average diameter of the polymer/clay 

particles in the emulsion. Thermogravimetric analysis indicated improved thermal decomposition 

properties with increasing clay concentration. Gas permeation characterization pointed out that 

the combined effect of a more glassy polymer in the matrix and the modified clay helped yield 
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better barrier properties for the polymer/clay nanocomposites. The restricted segmental chain 

motion in of the polymer chains due to presence of exfoliated clay layers helped generate a more 

tortuous pathway for permeating gas molecules. According to the phenomenological models 

used to predict relative permeation ratios for nanocomposites, the more glassy polymer in this 

case PMMA, helped improved dispersion properties of the individual platelets.   
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Chapter 7 Final Conclusions and Future Work 

 

7.1 Overall Conclusions 

The characterization results for the polyurethane/clay nanocomposites series indicate that 

complete exfoliation of the silicate platelets was not achieved via solution casting. One of the 

interesting results seen in this work was the interactions of the different surfactants used to 

organically modify the surface of the silicate platelets. The organic modification of the silicate 

platelets had a direct effect on the dispersion of the platelets in the polymer matrix. For example, 

modification of the silicate platelets with alkyl ammonium groups with two tallow tails, such as 

the Cloisite ® 20A, introduced steric hindrance and prevented penetration of the polyurethane in 

the gallery space, thus limiting the exfoliation of the silicate platelets. The structure of the 

Cloisite ® 20A is seen in Figure 1. On the other hand, the use of alkyl ammonium groups with 

only one tail, such as Cloisite ® 10A and Cloisite ® 30B, did improve the dispersion properties 

of the platelets in the matrix, although the simple mixing process was not enough to achieve a 

fully exfoliated morphology in the matrix. The chemical structure of Cloisite ® 10A can be seen 

in Figure 2.  
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Figure 7.1 Chemical structure of Cloisite ® 20A, where the hydrogenated tallow is  

 (~65% C18; ~30% C16; ~5% C14). 

 

Figure 7.2 Chemical structure of Cloisite ® 10A, where the hydrogenated tallow is (~65% C18; 

~30% C16; ~5% C14). 

 

Another interesting result of this work was the use of sonication to disperse clay platelets 

in the matrix. Permeation results suggested that sonication enhanced the barrier properties of the 

membranes by improving the dispersion properties of the silicate platelets. Permeation data from 

the sonication series also suggest that gas molecules take a more tortuous pathway during 

permeation. Polyurethane/clay nanocomposites showed a significant decrease in diffusivity 

coefficient of permeating VOC molecules, although the decrease occured at the high content of 

clay in the matrix. Diffusivity coefficients for the sonciated series suggest that this method 

improved the barrier properties of the membranes. Results from the sorption coefficient or 
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partition coefficient (K) suggest that the permeating VOC molecules interact with the polymer 

matrix on a molecular level, and that partition coefficient is dominated by thermodynamic 

interactions and not by the morphology of the nanocomposite. 

The evolutionary process of the research led us to consider alternative preparation 

methods that would lead to an improvement in the barrier properties. According to the review by 

Ray and Okamoto [1], another possible synthesis method to obtain polymer/clay nanocomposites 

is the synthesized via in situ polymerization. The in situ polymerization of poly(n-butyl 

methacrylate)/clay nanocomposites yielded barrier membranes with exfoliated morphologies as 

seen via XRD diffractograms. The grafting reaction of the monomer n-butyl methacrylate with 

the tether group on the surface of the clay platelets allowed for the complete exfoliation of the 

platelets, thus producing well dispersed silicate platelets in the matrix. The dispersion of the clay 

platelets in the matrix was also enhanced by the organically modified clay. Organic modification 

of natural montmorillonte Cloisite ® Na+, was done via two different methods, sonication and 

stirring. Permeation results for barrier membranes obtained with sonicated clay indicate 

enhanced barrier properties. Phenomenological models used to predict permeation values 

indicate that sonication of the modified clay helped the barrier membranes to approach the ideal 

distribution of the platelets in the matrix. Figure 7.3 corresponds to the ideal distribution of the 

platelets in a 3D environment, on which the phenomenological models are based.  
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Figure 7.3. Ideal distribution of silicate platelets in the matrix. The silicate platelets are 

perpendicularly aligned in the direction of the gas permeating molecules. Also there is a regular 

spacing in the x and y directions.  

 

Figure 7.4 Platelets throughout the matrix are randomly dispersed and not aligned.  

Figure 7.4, can be considered the “real” distribution of the platelets in the matrix. The 

random arrangement of the individual silicate platelets in the matrix in the x, y and z directions 

maybe the cause for the discrepancies with the experimental results and the values predicted by 

the phenomenological models. 
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In the last stage of this dissertation, polymer/clay nanocomposites were synthesized via 

emulsion polymerization. Greener and more environmentally friendly procedures prompted the 

use of this synthesis method. Since the final application of these barrier membranes would be in 

the form of  paints and coatings, we have chosed to employ  polymethacrylates as the matrix. N-

butyl methacrylate was used as monomer in the emulsion polymerization of the nanocomposites. 

XRD diffractograms of the resulting nanocomposite membranes suggest intercalation and 

possible exfoliation of the clay platelets in the matrix. Permeation data of the barrier membranes 

obtained via emulsion polymerization suggested improved barrier properties when compared to 

the pristine poly(n-butyl methacrylate). Furthermore, the permeation values of nanocomposites 

obtained via emulsion polymerization were higher than those obtained via in situ polymerization 

at the same clay content. These results prompted the prompted the use copolymers of poly(butyl 

methacrylate) and poly(methyl methacrylate) to decrease permeability. SEM micrographs of the 

colloidal solutions suggest that the presence of the silicate platelets restricts the size of the 

polymer particles. These micrographs also suggest that more than one silicate platelet may be 

attached to the surface of the polymer particles. The use of the copolymer PMMA/PBMA with 

high PMMA content in fact enhanced the barrier properties of the membranes. The addition of 

the copolymer produced a decrease in gas permeability of up to 85%, in comparison to the 

pristine PBMA/clay polymer. The interaction of the PMMA with the silicate layers further 

restricted the molecular chain motion in the matrix, which was corroborated by the increase in Tg 

for the copolymer series. The copolymers also enhanced the physical properties of the barrier 

membranes. Experimental permeation data was analyzed by the use of phenomenological models 

such as those of Nielsen [2], and Cussler [3], and the further modifications of Cussler’s original 

equation [4, 5]. Fitting these phenomenological models to the experimental permeation data 
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yieled the aspect ratio of the clay particles. For the poly(n-butyl methacrylate)/clay 

nanocomposite series, the apparent aspect ratio was around 50. This is the same value as reported 

by the manufacturer, Southern Clay Products, for natural montmorillonite. These 

phenomenological models suggest a good dispersion of the layered materials in the matrix.  

7.2 Future considerations 

The main aim of the research project was to develop polymer/clay nanocomoposites that 

may act as barrier membranes for structural insulated panels. These barrier membranes may be 

applied as a coating, which lead our group to consider emulsion based on polyacrylates, which 

are known to be used in the paint industry [6, 7]. The synthesis of the barrier membranes via 

emulsion polymerization was an initial step towards developing a product aimed at the paint and 

coating industry. One of the problems encountered through the synthesis of the colloidal 

solutions was the flocculation of the polymer/clay particles at high water to monomer ratios. In 

our work we experienced problems obtaining stable colloidal solutions at high water to monomer 

ratios. We tried the synthesis of polymer/clay nanocomposites via emulsion polymerization at 

water to monomer ratios of 1:1, 2:1 and 5:1. At these high water to monomer ratios, the latex 

presented coagulum, thus indicating a poor colloidal stability. This poor colloidal stability was 

caused by the clustering of the aggregates in the emulsion. The attractive forces between the 

nanocomposites particles proved to be stronger at a high monomer concentration. The 10:1 water 

to monomer ratio, did not present coagulation in the colloidal solution, thus providing enhanced 

colloidal stability. With these problems in mind future work may be directed towards developing 

stable colloidal solutions with a high monomer to water ratios. The combined effect of a higher 

monomer to water ratios, and the synthesis of polymer/clay nanocomposites in the colloidal 
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solution will prove attractive to the paint and coating industry [8]. The foreseeable application 

for this technology would be a paint or coating that decreases of VOC content emitted from 

structural insulated panels (SIPs). The commercialization of these types of emulsions are mainly 

targeted to improve indoor air quality, although this technology does not have to be limited to 

only VOC emitting SIPs. The application may be extrapolated to various polymer products, such 

as vinyl flooring [9], and wood derived products [10], which has been known to be a primary 

emission source of VOCs. A possible study may be in the direction of coating small amounts of 

oriented strand boards and/or polystyrene/polyurethane foam used in SIP and measuring the 

decrease in source emission via use of microbalance characterization. The initial study would be 

oriented to obtaining sink/source diffusivity coefficient profiles for the materials coated with the 

barrier membrane. This study would help quantify the decrease in diffusivity coefficients for the 

individual materials when coated with the barrier membranes. Once the decrease in diffusivity 

profiles has been confirmed by the use of coating barrier membranes, the second stage of the 

proposed research project would be a characterization of VOCs emitted in extended time periods. 

Gravimetric sampling may be carried out on a daily basis during a 30 to 50 day interval. This 

study would help predict the long term effects of the coating as a barrier membrane. The long 

term measurements have been carried out by Little el al. [11].    

Future work related to in situ polymerization of acrylates may be aimed at incorporating 

layered materials such as aluminophosphates into the polymer matrix. In previous years, our 

group [12, 13], has worked with aluminophosphates as mixed matrix membranes in order to 

improve gas separation. Once exfoliated the aluminophosphates can separate gases via a 

molecular sieve mechanism [14].  The crystal structure of the aluminophosphates may allow for 

increased selectivity in the matrix. According to these studies done by our group, layered 
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materials such as aluminophosphates present problems in the degree of exfoliation of the 

platelets in the polymer matrix. Vaughan et al. [12, 13], suggest that aluminophosphates may be 

modified to change the surface properties of the layered materials. Ion exchange reactions may 

tether reactive groups on the surface of the layered material, thus providing a seed surface for 

grafting of polymer chains. The polymer grafting will facilitate the exfoliation/intercalation 

effect. Further study would be aimed at evaluating the amount of surfactant used in the surface 

modification and the possible impact this may have on the total amount of polymer grafted on 

the surface of the aluminophosphates layers. The amount of polymer grafted to the surface of the 

aluminophosphates layers may be determined by thermogravimentric analysis [15]. 

Theoretically, the packing density of the polymer chains in the matrix affects the permeability of 

the mixed matrix membrane, which may ultimately affect the selectivity of the mixed matrix [16, 

17], thus limiting the effective separation properties of the membrane. Another element worth 

evaluating would be the type of monomer used in the in situ polymerization reaction. Our study 

with different copolymers indicated that the different acrylate groups used as the polymer matrix 

made a difference in the permeation properties of the polymers. Although free volume studies 

were not carried out, it would be interesting to evaluate the free volume in the mixed matrix and 

the effect that different side groups have may have on permeation properties[18, 19], as well as 

thermal stability properties of the polymers/clay nanocomposites. The packing density would 

also be an interesting topic to study, due to possible phase separation with the polymer and the 

layered materials. According to Giannelis [20], there may be certain incompatibilities of the 

layered materials with the polymers and/or the surfactant than may lead to a decrease in gas 

separation properties.  
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 The contribution of improving indoor air quality and the environment maybe just the 

starting point for these polymer/clay nanocomposites. With the packing industry in mind [21], 

the production of barrier membranes based on biodegradable polymers may also be an attractive 

area. These biodegradable polymers would help decrease the amount landfills used to dispose of 

plastic waste and also prevent the possible incineration of these materials. Ray and Bousmina 

[22], indicated that the desired properties of “greener” and more environmentally friendly 

polymers such as biodegradable polymers are low melt viscosity, gas barrier properties, 

improved thermal and mechanical stability and a slow biodegradation rate. In order to achieve 

these properties, layered materials such as montmorillonite and laponite have been used to 

modify the properties of the pristine polymers [23, 24]. A possible synthesis alternative to 

produce “greener” biodegradable polymer/clay nanocomposites may be via emulsion 

polymerization [25].    
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